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All YOU WHO ENTER UERE . . .
Pause and remember
that you are entering a profession
that depends on your understanding
and human compassion.
If you feel you are unable,
for whatever reason,
to lend support to human beings,
then turn around
and go away.
Norman Cousins
Osteopathic Oath Hippocratic Oath
I do hereby affirm my loyalty to ttie profession I am about to enter.
I will be mindful always of my great responsibility to preserve tfie fiealtfi and tfie life of my
patients, to retain tfieir confidence and respect botti as a ptiysican and a friend wtio will guard
tfieir secrets witti scrupulous honor and fidelity, to perform faithfully my professional duties,
to employ only those methods of treatment consistent with good judgement and with my skill
and ability, keeping in mind always nature's laws and the body's inherent capacity for
recovery.
I will be ever vigilant in aiding in the general welfare of the community, sustaining its laws
and institutions, not engaging in those practices which will in any way bring shame or discredit
upon myself or my profession. I will give no drugs for deadly purposes to any person, though it
be asked of me.
I will endeavor to work in accord with my colleagues in a spirit of progressive cooperation,
and never by word or by act cast imputations upon them of their rightful practices.
I will look with respect and esteem upon all those who have taught me my art. To my
college I will be loyal and strive always for its best interests and for the interests of the
students who will come after me. I will be ever alert to further application of basic biologic
truths to the healing arts and to develop the principles of osteopathy which were first
enunciated by Andrew Taylor Still.
I swear by Apollo Physician and Asclepios and Hygeia and Panacea and all the gods and
goddesses, making them my witnesses, that I will fulfill according to my ability and judgement
this oath and covenant:
To hold him who has taught me this art as equal to my parents and to live my life in
partnership with him, and if he is in need of money to give him a share of mine, and to regard
his offspring as equal to my brothers in male lineage and to teach them this art - if they desire
to learn it without fee and covenant; to give a share of precepts and oral instruction and all
other learning to my sons and to the sons of him who has instructed me and to pupils who
have signed the covenant and have taken an oath according to the medical law, but to no one
else.
I will apply dietetic measures for the benefit of the sick according to my ability and
judgement; I will keep them from harm and iniustice.
I will neither give a deadly drug to anybody if asked for it, nor will I make a suggestion to
this effect. Similarly, I will not give to a woman an abortive remedy. In purity and holiness I will
guard my life and my art.
I will not use the knife, not even on sufferers of the stone, but will withdraw in favor of
such men as are engaged in this work.
Whatever houses I may visit, I will come for the benefit of the sick, remaining free of all in-
tentional miustice, of all mischief, and in particular of sexual relations with both female and
male persons, be they free or slaves.
What I may see or hear in the course of treatment or even outside the treatment in regard
to the life of men, which on no account one must spread abroad, I will keep to myself, holding
such things shameful to be spoken about.
If I fulfill this oath and do not violate it, may it be granted to me to enjoy life and art, being
honored with fame among all men for all time to come; if I transgress it and swear falsely, may
the opposite of all this be my lot.
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THE ONION PATCH: QUOTES FROM ZEUS; OUT OF CONTEXT
'The knee is typical of a structure that can only be designed by people with immense resources like the Creator or General Motors."
'I shall be really pedagogic; I shall use 2 colours, (oooooohhgg)"
'I hear Leakey and his boys are still losse in Africa. An Englishman will do anything to hold onto a job."
Til bet you even mark up the wallpaper by going up and down the steps."
'Intelligence starts c self appraisal; to thine own self be true."
'Anything I tell you-LISTEN-Anything I tell you will haunt you for the rest of your days." ^
'Put your hands around your neck (from the galley: "SQUEEZE") Someone has a peculiar quirk to his brain." Up
'.
. . the people in the Alps are extremely oversexed."
'
... in the neck, if you do layer by layer dissection, in the living, you get something that looks like a scrotum. Well, I had to say something descriptive. You get
the idea now, heh."
'Don't ask me any silly questions about the levator am . . . " (on the neck)
'it's the reason for that ole goofy look people get when they get older; notice that I don't have it." (on the fascia)
'Something ought to be striking you in the head right now."
'Anyone over 21 shouldn't run anywhere or play raquetbail, or do any whimpy middle class things, (what should they do?) Practice the trombone! 2 hrs. of
trombone practice helps venous return and the CO^ causes blood vessels in the head to dilate."
'Older people should walk, only!" (How' 'bout sex?) "Sex ... you can't use it for anything! ... not psychiatric treatment either . . . it's only good for
reproduction ... it only takes about 25 seconds, the actual process, that is. Humans, increase the value of yourselves! Sex can be done with or without."
'
... the church elevated the the level of the female to make a reason for reproduction . . . there was no use for women."
'A girl .... you couldn't rent them out as a soldier, or a priest or even a rabbi."
'You don't beat the Master."
'If a guy comes to you twice - start looking for the real disease."
'It's ya' noives, they all say."
'Ever see the mark of the Brute? Keep your eyes on it . . . even if they smile, watch 'em as they go down the street." -
'The things you learn when you have to defend yourself . . . .
"
'
.
.
. Geeeze, I'm alone even among my own people."
'Ine minuten! OOPS wrong language!"
'I had a girl whoooo .... who called me up once; I said I'd be there after office hours .... that's how we used tod do it. .
"
'The Germans knew who the slobs were."
'That's an interesting thing about history- it won't be out for a few years .... Well I'll give it to you early."
'Italy is more ideast than we think." (In response to a sneeze and a "God Bless YOU") "one of them Christians'
'I believe in trial by fire and wounds."
'You're not a man unless you've been knocked out."
'3 hits in the head is what you need."
'I've never hit a woman before."
'Get a femur out of the box and start beating someone over the head with it."
'God bless the firing squad. It solves problems very quickly."
'Administrators are like black holes in space. Everything that goes by gets sucked in . . . money . . . funds . . . whatever ..."
Hey you, with the beard, A.T. Still over there. Quit trying to fake it"
My nose is getting in the way."
It's the only one the Lord didn't subcontract; the only one He did himself, (on the temporal bone.)
The inner ear is a snail c its intestines dragging."
Who's the marsupial who put up the dinosaur picture?"
We have an egg-laying marsupial in this class."
This IS the cristafalciformis ... but you won't remember that so let's call it BILL'S BAR."
None of you will remember this, except maybe the excessively good student, that nobody likes."
I don't know what I'm trying to do here . . . none of this will sink in until after Wed. (Biochem. test)"
You want to know how to start a whole race of people wrong ... the great god of the Kelts name was LUG."
Your tongue is the most important weapon you have in your face. The mouth isn't worth a plug nickel except for the tongue. 2 things can happen: You can talk
yourself into trouble or you can get yourself knocked unconscious and have your tongue drop down the back of your throat and you suffocate."
Wiggle someone's ear and they may vomit."
The nose ... you all have one . . . if it works, it works, but if it doesn't, it doesn't."
NO doubt, if you had the brains, you'd be at Harvard."
I never kidded a person in my life."
This plate is easily ... era ... ugh ... . crrr . . . mmm
. . . ugh . . . cracked!"
I was always that way, so don't think it's advanced age or anything. As I talk to you I have about 14 thoughts in my head- Never a solitary thought in my
head."
The sphenopalatine ganglion looks like a guy chinning himself."
We have to expand our brain; we can't stay comfortable as a specialist."
If you have 5 kids, where do you put the dumbest one? Make him a urologist."
What can you do c one opening and 2 ureters?"
Look at this mess!
. . .
Who's the sabateur?"
If you've got an oven, learn to use it."
Even the bugs want to live!"
Notice how the good Lord takes care of me . . . I've got my pictures (class) I'll get them in the end."
Listen ... I told you about Harvard . . . Want me to insult you some more?"
Listen ... I think they missed the zoo by about 10 blocks ... and Carol Fox took 'em!"
Quiet
. . .
Don't show your stupidity in here. Show it on the outside where I can't see it . . . but I'll hear about it alright."
Quiet ... it sounds monkey-like
. . . like the blond-haired girl on ch. 12."
Til probably get a letter from somebody about chimps ... but I can prove it now ..."
God . . . YOU'RE STUPID!"
Did you know that Cipolla is the Italian word for Onion?"
Penn State's one of those land grant schools: they teach farming and hoeing."
'Notes are a fallacy of modern education ... You need a BRAIN!"
'Quiet down before you make a damn fool of yourself in 3 or 4 years ... or tomorrow . . . just like you're doing now."
'It's not just a decorative process, putting an ear on either side of your head."
'Once deformed it becomes a horrible site . . . very expensive to rebuild, the ear."
V.T. Cipolla, D.O.
"Ever see a frostbit ear? Not too pretty!"
"Ever see ttiis mess down here? (the wires) We hire people and give 'em benefits for doing it! And you think we're gonna' survive at this level?!
"This is the thing that will bring the lawyer to your door. It has no resistance to infection." (the ear)
"A horrible structure when you take the skin off; it doesn't do you much good at all." (the ear)
"Never hire a guy c a tight masseter muscle, they'll never amount to a hill of beans."
"You gotta be careful c this stuff." (the beam pointer)
"Can you imagine a thing like this? It's not so much the thing, it's the people who made it." (the beam pointer)
"The difference between the Italian and German soldiers is that the Italians can't stand noise. I don't know about that ... I like noise."
"When you speak It's pure noise."
"Ever have a cold and talk? It's sounds like you're talking in a barrel.
"I went to Florida to this seminar ... all about how to take an exam and not know anything . . . imagine, they actually teach that."
"... It's not to be used as a vacation,; it's for the invincibly stupid."
"If you went to college, which I presume you did . . .
"She'as getting punchy . . . must be the air."
"Cut out the socialization, I think they're just here to cause problems."
"This IS the only ship that's sinking from thee captain down."
"Audio-visual is for schools that don't have either talent, or supplies or cadavers. We know what we have, don't we ...
"
"Keep your fingers out of your nose .... And don't squeeze pimples on your nose or upper lip."
"About once a year-they'll come in . . . and they'll die."
"If you ever saw a radical neck dissection, you wouldn't look upon these guys as a delicate protector of an art."
"This is like our roof; it works too well, it leaks well."
"He runs a football team the way I would run a medical school." (Paterno)
"... And you better know it in 5 minutes!"
"The guy from Kensington just better keep quiet up there or I'll knock your nose through ... and I can do it, even in my delicate condition."
"Kids have only 1 note . . . That's why they beat the kid up when he screams"
"Ever see 'em stick an endotracheal tube in a guy's left ear' . . . Good thing the nurses point 'em in the right direction."
"Just because the rest of the world is stupid, it doesn't mean you have to follow them like a bunch of lemmings. You follow me!"
"I've survived 63 yrs. of attacking everything and everybody and I'm still here."
"I'm the only guy who never paid a certain country 6 bucks for a visa. I said, you're not worth it and they let me in anyway. BUt don't you try it.'
"One of these days I'm gonna give you a lecture in Russian and you'll be surprised!"
"Now, you can understand it, if you're an Etruscan ... so many people aren't though . . . Isn't that a shame?"
"ooooooooooh You propagandists, you!" (announcements)
"Choane . . . looks like an emblem on a BMW."
"Choane . . . it's not a religious hierarchy."
"You're not gonna' get me on that one; I never divulge any information ..."
"that is about personal matters ... I knew him well ..."
"I'll never speak to him again . . . What goes through the foramen Lacerum' NOTHING NOTHING NOTHING NOTHING NOTHING!!!!!"
Bregma, Bregma, Bregma . . . Where's Lamdba . . . You're only chance; you blew it
A Unique Educator/Anatomist, And Physician
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OSTEOPATHIC HOSPITAL
OF PHILADELPHIA
Early in 1989 I was asked to write a class history. Being eager to contribute, numb to the world after a
Florida vacation and a virtual lush for creative opportunities, I accepted this, what seemed to be,
monstrous task. With out a thing on paper and definitely more numb now than before when engrossed with
the thought of upcoming graduation, I thought to myself . . . this is really difficult. We all remember the
milestones of our matriculation from Carol Fox all the way to exit interviews. It seemed meaningless to re-
count every event that occurred. What can make this essay different from the rest? I decided to pull out the
1939 Forty-First announcement and the 1939 Synapsis from the library to see what things were different
Fifty years ago.
The not so fluorescent light bulb in my now totally brain dead skull flickered with visions of a stone front
building at 48th and spruce streets with radiant green grass as the class of 1939 walked through the double doors for their
first day at the Philadelphia College of Osteopathy. Their dress and styles were definitely different with suits that were double
breasted and greased back hair for a dress code. Thank God that's not what Dr. Dieterle had in mind for us. The building was
different as well. No new Signage was propped from every doorway accessible, nor was a bar-disco-restaurant attached to the
most visible portion of the institution. But next to these seemingly unimportant comparisons, there were some very
enlightening similarities. I found through this comparison that the history of our class transcends a day of admissions and
how we all did Doris, but is about people and the type of person admitted to the Osteopathic profession.
In 1939 the Annual Announcement states that beside the usual minimal requirements of Chemistry, Physics, Biology and
English, "a reading knowledge of a modern language is strongly urged. Basic courses in Latin are also desirable. These should
include grammar and such knowledge of the language as may be acquired by reading four books of Ceasar or their
equivalent. " (Most of us were lucky to get through a couple credits of Spanish). "Prospective applicants continuing in college
for three or four years are advised not to take excessive work in the chemical, physical and biological sciences .... courses in
human anatomy, embryology, bio-chemistry, hygiene, bacteriology, histology, physiology and other subjects included in the
professional curriculum are disadvised for undergraduate credit. The Pre-Osteopathic student is urged to take additional work
in subjects of cultural rather than vocational emphasis such as literature, philosophy, history, fine arts, modern languages, po-
litical science, public speaking and so forth.
"
So you see, although our class is one of208 with 32% woman and in 1939 a class less than 30 with very few woman, there
were some very basic philosophical concerns. Osteopathic students should be those with a diverse background. One that calls
for persons with a sense of humor and not all seriousness, impertinence and yet feeling in the same being. The philosophy of
allowing very human, caring people who could withstand years of exhausting effort to know the structure and process of
human life and still retain their humanity was in practice fifty years ago and still is present today.
Our professors were instrumental in the process. From day one V. T. Cipolla, D.O. tried to impart critical thinking and the
ability to question and thus welcome new ideas on our then synical minds. In between artery's named Adamkiewitz, veins
called babson and those unmatched joints of Lushka came utterances like "Fatigue produces cowardice" and "Challenge is
the only constant thing". As soon as you were ready to open up your mind he would say something like "Be ingenious and do
it the way I tell you". As incongruous of those ideas might have seemed, they gave us time to examine our feelings.
Others such as Dr. Fliegelman showed us how to possess skills but not be possessed by them. We were always encouraged
to see the human side of our work and the examine the Doctor-patient relationship. In our clinical years these philosophies al-
lowed us not to bury the part of ourselves that hurts and is afraid. The students of the class of 1939 had similar experiences as
the same process was used in their recruitment.
They too had to harden themselves to death. In the process we all had to resist becoming our skills and set ourselves apart
from them. Certainly our class had no trouble in that department. We had plenty ofparties to prove it. From the G-spot to the
Bala Inn after a 9 AM exam including fundraisers, sports and picknicks.
After all these comparisons, memories as well as forgottens, no matter what year one matriculated, values had to be
ranked. Choices had to be made. Do you want to spend years working all night every third or fourth night? How much drama
can you stomach? How much power do you want? "It can be a startling experience", said Alan Alda, "to rank your values.
THE UNDERGRADUATE SCHOOL
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
SCHOOL OF NURSING
OSTEOPATHIC HOSPITAL OF PHILADELPHIA
Forty-first ^Annual Announcement
1939—1940
Just ask yourself what's the most important thing in the world to you. Your work? Your family? Your money? Your country?
Getting to heaven? Sex? Dope? Alcohol? What?".
These are very difficult questions. The student of 1939 had to answer them, and so do we. We need to know what we care
about most and what we care about least. Actually, after our selection, training and now graduation, the number one spot
should be clear to all of us. PEOPLE. The most important thing is not how well you use your scalpel but the interaction ofyour
self with other selves. fSotjust the players in the game, but what goes on between the players, like the fear and uncertainty in
our patients faces. We were selected and then trained to be people doctors such that we will not be presented with bodies but
persons!!
Afteryou tear away the technology, not much has changed in fifty years. Yes, the buildings are different, but the philosophy
the same. We are now ready to commence.
Robert H. Debbs, D.O.
WHEN I GROW aP, I
Guess Who???
Baby #1 Baby #2 Baby #3
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WANT TO BE A D.O.!!!!!!
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Your air sickness bags are on the right.
Tom Bell says "Valium (Roche), do not substitute.
"Hey boy, get back on the table. ' V.T. Cipolla
"Who can make me feel this way Patrick
The Travelmg Cranberries
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"Pssssst. Got any penicillin'" Remember A. Gumby, DO.
Well Child Visit #3
"able to play peek-a-boo"
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PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE
FOURTH YEAR - ROLL SHEET
1988-1989
Course
Grade
Date
[ ] 1
.
I 1 2.
[ ] 3.
[ ] A.
[ ] 5.
[ ] 6.
[ ] 7.
[ ] 8.
[ ] 9.
[ ] 10
[ 111
( ] 12
[ ] 13
[ ] 14
[ ] 15
[ ] 16
[ ] 17
[ ] 18
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[ ] 20
[ ] 21
I ] 22
[ ] 23
[ ] 24
( ] 25
[ ] 26
[ ] 27
[ ] 28
[ ] 29
[ ] 30
[ ] 31
[ ] 32
[ ] 33
f ] 34
[ ] 35
[ ] 36
[ ] 37
[ ] 38
[ ] 39
[ 1 40
I ] 41
[ ] 42
[ ] 43
[ ] 44
I ] 45
[ 1 46
[ ] 47
[ ] 48
[ ] 49
[ ] 50
Section A
Abramowitz, Alan I.
Adkins, Robert T.
Admire, William E.
Albrecht, David E.
Alden, Mitchell
Altamuro, ChristophVr R.
Amalfitano, Mark A.
Anderson, Gary L.
Angelo, Sharon A.
Anmu th , Craig J
.
Avallone, John A.
Avetian, Garo C.
Barnes
,
David W
Barresi, Mary L.
Battin, J. Mark
Be cht le , Perry S
.
Bell, Thomas J.
Belland, Krls'M.
Blake , James S
.
Blakeslee, Marsha Y.
Blobe, Christine A.
Bollinger, Mary E.
Bont empo , Eric B
Brabson, Thomas A.
Bricker, Robert D.
Br own , Harold M
Brusko
,
Gregory
Bud i lov , Jamie B
Bulgarelli, Mark
Carnivale, Bruce
Caruso, Thomas D.
Charuk, George E.
Chiusano, Michael A.
Cikowski, Edward J.
Cirelly, Francine A.
Clay
,
Anthony
Cohen, Todd S.
Colarusso, Patrick J.
Collins, John P
.
Colvin, Marianne
Conix, Portia
Conlon
,
John F
Connelly, John E.
Cook , Pame la A
Cornelius, Lynn A.
Coveleski, Peter J.
Crasner, Joshua M.
Curley, Terrence M.
Daley, David W.
Dancha, Andrew J.
Grade
1 51 .
] 52.
] 53.
] 54.
] 55.
] 56.
] 57.
] 58.
) 59.
] 60.
] 61 .
] 62.
] 63.
] 64.
] 65.
] 66.
] 67.
] 68.
] 69.
] 70.
] 71.
] 72.
] 73.
] 74.
] 75.
] 76.
] 77.
] 78.
] 79.
] 80.
] 81 .
] 82.
] 83.
] 84.
] 85.
] 86.
] 87.
] 88.
] 89.
] 90.
] 91.
] 92.
] 93.
] 94.
] 95.
] 96.
] 97.
] 98.
] 99.
] 100
Section B
D ' Ange lo , David
Davison, James P.
Debbs
,
Robert H.
Dietz, Michael E.
DiGregorio, Robert A.
Doyle, Alan F.
Durham, Pamela J.
Durmis, Charles H.
Ei senberg
,
Scott R
.
Erbstoesser, Gary A.
E t ters
,
Cathy J
.
Fehlandt, Allan F.
Fellin, David M.
Fe 1 1 in , Eugene J
.
Ferreira, Lisa A.
Fishman, Edward N.
Fr ey , Ke re J
.
Fr ise 11a , Teresa M.
Fullen, Coy B.
Galada, Susan E.
Garry, David J.
Garvin, Robert A.
Gianitsos, Anestls
Golden, Mary Jo A.
Go Ids tein, Stuart H
.
Goodrich, Debora A.
Gotf ried
,
Robert S
Gratz, Harris M.
Guarracino, Anthony J
Halm
,
St even J .
Hanley , Patrick J.
Hannon, Peter
Hellier, Gregory J.
Hendricks, Steven R.
Ho lup , John L
.
Hudnell
,
Rosina R.
Hudson, George M.
Humbert, Stephen M.
Jackovlc, Elizabeth A
Jasper, Ronald L
Keller, Larry
Kemberling, John G.
Kemp, Dwight T.
Kepko, Joseph E..^
Keszeli, Alexander Cf
Kline, Lawrence A.
Koehler, Daniel N.
Kohler, Frank R.
Kolarik, Gary F.
Kosmorsky, Paul M.
Seniors
Grade
[ J 101
[ ] 102
[ ] 103
[ ] 104
[ ] 105
[ ] 106
[ ] 107
[ ] 108
[ ] 109
[ ] 1 10
[ ] 1 1 1
[ ] 1 1 2
[ ] 1 13
[ ] 1 14
[ ] 1 15
[ ] 1 16
[ ] 1 17
[ ] 1 18
[ ] 1 19
[ ] 120
[ ] 121
[ ] 122
[ ] 123
[ ] 124
[ ] 125
[ ] 126
[ ] 127
[ ] 128
[ ] 129
[ ] 130
[ ] 131
[ ] 132
[ ] 133
[ ] 134
[ ] 135
[ ] 136
[ ] 137
[ ] 138
[ ] 1 39
[ ] 140
[ ] 14 1
[ ] 142
[ ] 143
[ ] 144
[ ] 145
[ ] 146
[ ] 147
[ ] 148
[ ] 149
[ ] 150
Section C Gnide
Lagosky, Suzanne [ J 151
La 1 , Roby [ ] 152
Lasson, NancyC.
[ ] 153
Leonardo, Donna M. [ ] 1 54
LepperC, Hollace D. [ ] 1 55
Lerro,nesiree
[ 1 1 56
Loscalzo, Martin J. [
Ludwig,MaryB.
[
] 1 57
] 1 58
McCarren, Donald M. [ ] 1 59
McCarthy
,
Bryan S . [ ] 160
McCarthy
,
John F . [
1 161
McDonald, Gregory
[ ] 162
McKenzie, Laura M. [ ] 163
Mararol, Carolyn G. [ ] 164
Mat t a , Robe r t A . [ ] 165
Michael, Beckie [ ] 166
Miller, AnnL.
[ ] 167
Moldovan, Jeffrey M. [
1 168
Molesworth, John K. [ ] 169
Monaco, MarkA.
[
Mo rrow,ReneeD. [
Moyer, DonnaR.
[
] 170
] 171
1 172
Mueller, John [ ] 173
Munshower, Th o^m a s E . [ ] 174
Nartatez
,
Marie A . [
Naaghton, Catherine C. [
] 175
] 176
Neiderer
,
Phi li p A. [ ] 177
Neilon, Kathleen M. [ ] 1 78
Nold, Jeffrey!.
[ ] 179
Olek
,
Mi chae 1 J. [ ] 180
01iva,JosephE.
f
Papanicolaou, George J. [
] 181
] 182
Pascucci, MaryF.
[ ] 183
Patton, PeterJ.
[ ] 184
] 185
Pesce
, William J . [ ] 186
Peters, BruceW.
[ ] 187
Peterson, Lindsey G. [ ] 188
Picci ri llo
,
Jef f rey L. [ ] 189
Pina.ElsiraM.
[ ] 190
Piorkowski, Elizabeth E. [ ] 191
Pippis, Constantina { ] 192
Possai, Kurt W. [ ] 193
Poulshock, Andrew S. [ ] 194
Pr ema z a-Mue 1 le r , Alice R.[ ] 195
Pullano, Jennifer S. [ ] 196
Rabin, Jeffrey P . [ ] 197
Rainone, Marylou J. [ ] 198
Section D
Reyes
,
P^s c u a 1 a C
.
Richard, Andrea J.
Richmond-Pryhlick, Judith
Rivellini, Anthony J.
Rogers, Jeffrey S.
Ross, Craig J.
Russ, Sheryl A.
Ryder, Ronald G.
Sacco, Vincent G.
Santianni, Kirsten A.
Sarnecki, Conrad J.
Scaglione, Philip H.
Scarpello, Diane T.
Scherer, Patrick M.
Schmidt, Christopher W.
Schmidt, Steven P.
Schons, Michele M.
Schoos, Barbara J.
Seifert, Mary C.
Shober, David R.
Shockley, Kenneth F.
Smith, Coleen M.
Smith, Teresa M.
Snowberger, Tina M.
Snyder, Susan M.
Stave, Michael C.
Stein, Robert L.
Stigliano, Randy
Swayser, William R.
Tierno, Lori M.
Tizer, Karen R.
Tumasz, John V.
Wagner, Peter B.
Waitz, Margot L.
Wall, Martin J.
Walters, Donald A.
Ward
,
John R
.
Ward, Michael J.
Warner, Marie J.
Warshauer, Jeffrey M.
Watson, Richard H
.
Wertz, James T.
Wilkes, Kathy L.
Wind, Brian E.
Woodle, Edward M.
Zajdel, William E.
Zal, Alice J.
Zohoury, Mark R.
Reese, Michael M
Requa, Andrea M.
Alan Ira Abramowitz, D.O.
Once In A While You Get Shown The Light In The Strangest Of Places If You Look At It
Right.
Special Thanks To All My Family And Friends For Making The Last 26 Years Of My Life,
The Most Enjoyable Years Of My Life.
R. Thomas Adkins, Jr., D.O.
»-V>' "*''
William Admire, D.O.
9k H^
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All my love to my Mother, Tom, and tamily, Gma and her tamlly, and to my friends who
were by my side through the years. Thank you and God Bless.
David E. Albrecht, Jr., D.O.
Wisdom IS the reward yoj get for a lifetime of listening wtien you'd have preferred to
talk.
-Doug Larson

Christopher R. Altamuro, D.O.
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Mark A. Amalfitano, D.O.
To all those pictured below:
Mom and Dad - you've made the long journey much easier through your physical,
emotional, and financial support and I couldn't have done it without you!
Brothers and Sisters - your advise, love, and comic relief helped counter the stresses
along the way and made the dream more reachable!
Colette - with your patience, you've stood by my side and made each footstep easier to
take!
My close friends - the memories seem endless. I will cherish every moment we've all
shared.
I love you all more than any words could ever express. Thank you everyone!!!
Gary L. Anderson, D.O.
And now moving forward, moving on. Time never ending, but yet so fleeting. Tfianks Jilly
for being patient. Lets go fiome!
Sharon A. Angelo, D.O.
-7.
Craig Anmuth, D.O.
Thanks Mom and Dad.
W^'^^^B
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John A. Avallone, D.O.
QAm a. QvjoDW D. o
.
A special thank you to my mother and father for their enduring love and support.

David Barnes, D.O.
^
'^O-'-nJU^^
With so many thanks to those people who have made this possible-Mom and Dad, my
sisters, Diane-I love all of you! Most of all I want to thank my Lord and Savior Jesus
Christ for the grace He gives so freely and the life I have in Him.
For it IS my deep desire, and my hope is eagerly
That I not be put away to shame at all.
But with perfect boldness, just as I've tried to do.
So His honor may be seen in my body,
So His honor may remain in my body.
So His honor may be seen if I live or if I die,
I may even have to die so His honor may be seen in me.
For to me to live is Jesus Christ
And to die would be so much better.
-James Ward (adapted from Phil. 1:20-21)
Family-the greatest gift who would have thought . . . ?"


Perry S. Bechtle, D.O.
Thanks to the whole family—the past four years would have been impossible if not
for your prayers and untiring moral and financial (!#ia *) support. Most of all, thanks
Mom and Dad
—
you've been my greatest teachers and have set an example of love,
compassion, honesty, and faith: I hope to carry this example into my life and career.
Ill
How were the boards? Great!! Future PCOM cimic—Biminl Surgical Grand Rounds

Kris Matthew Belland, D.O.
I WOULD LIKE TO THANK THOSE WHO HAVE HELPED IN THE EDUCATION OF A PHYSICIAN
AND FUTURE SURGEON, ESPECIALLY MY MOTHER AND FATHER - MR. AND MP's E.
JAMES BELLAND AND OF COURSE MY SISTERS TAMRA. RAIINA AND RHONNA, MY BEST
FRIENDS TOM HIS WIFE KRISTIN AND MY GOD-SON JUSTIN THOMAS RAYNOR. I THANK
YOU FOR YOUR UNTIREING SUPPORT WHICH HAS HELPED ME THROUGH THE MOST
TRYING OF TIMES. IT WAS THUCYDIDES WHO SAID "WE MUST REMEMBER THAT ONE
MAN IS MUCH THE SAME AS ANOTHER AND THAT HE IS BEST WHO IS TRAINED IN THE
SEVEREST SCHOOL". I FURTHER WISH TO THANK PAM, CHRIS, PAUL AND CAROL, BOB,
ROBIN, RUTH (FOR ALL HER HELP AND ENGLISH LESSONS) . . KAREN, DON, LYNN,
JOHN FOR YOUR POLITICAL HELP AND FRIENDSHIP. JEAN AND FAYE FOR PUTTING UP
WITH ALL MY NONESENSE. PEGGY AND VINNEY FOR THEIR GOSSIP CONTROL. THE
ADMINISTRATION FOR AN EDUCATION MEDICALLY AND POLITICALLY THAT I WILL NOT
SOON FORGET. HALES GIRLS FOR THEIR SUPPORT AND HUMOR. AND FINALLY TO PCOM
RUGBY FOR THE BEST OF COMPETITION AND FRIENDSHIP. GO NAVY / KB.
^^
James Steve Blake, D.O.
Childhood dreams, teenage aspirations, adolescent challenges and adulthood goals, once
they become reality makes life seem whole. I thank GOD for his guidance and strength in
turning all my dreams into reality. I thank my parents for being the pillars of my support,
my grandparents for their wisdom and encouraging personalities, my sisters and brother
for being themselves and allowing me to be me, my friends for enduring difhcult times
and the PCOM Admissions Committee for seeing the right things in me.

Christine A. Blobe, D.O.
To my family • Mom, Dad, George, Ronnie, Gerry, Opa and Oma, Haas Oma and Tante So-
phie - Thank you for your love and self-sacrifice, for believing in me, and for always
being there . . ,
To my friends - thanks for accepting me as I am, for listening, and for sharing all those
crazy fun times!!
And to God - for being my strength and guiding my life.
Mary Beth Bollinger, D.O.
To my fem;//' Thank you for your love, support, and encouragement. Perseverance has
paid off!
To all the "G"'s: Who said medical school couldn't be fun? Thanks for helping me keep
my sense of humor through all this.
To J. T: I'm so glad you became a part of my life. I'm looking forward to a lifetime of hap-
piness with you.

Thomas A. Brabson, D.O.
My becoming a physician is yet another one of the many blessings God has bestowed
upon me.
Without the constant love and support of my family and friends I would have never
achieved this goal.
Thanks to Nan, Kass and Paul for your love and inspiration.
Thanks to Clare for your endless love and understanding.
And thank you Theresa for your warm hugs and kisses after a hard days work.
Robert D. Bricker, D.O.
For the past four. years, we've been learning how to preserve life. Now it's time for us
to live!
The books taught me the principles of life, but you-Mom, Dad, Marylou, family, and
friends,— taught me the principles of living. You taught me how to love, to dream, to set
lis, to accomplish them, to laugh, to cry, to share, to care, and so much more.
If it wasn't for your undying love and support, I never could have achieved this dream.
Thank you so much, and may God bless you and grant you many years!
I love you.
Bob
"Images of sorrow, pictures of delight, are things that go to make up a life
Harold M. Brown, D.O.
After 21 years of education, I can now call myself "doctor". My dream smce age five tias
been to be a pfiysician ... and now my wisfi tias come true! All my life I worked and per-
severed m the hope that I would attam my goal. Now, I am to be rewarded with a life of
satisfaction and challenge to be shared with my wonderful wife and family.
H. Brown
To my wife, Sonya . . . with love forever. I don't think I could have survived medical
school without your support and care.
Thank you, Mom and Dad, for all you have done and still do to nurture and sustain me
through hard times and good. All my love.
To Grandpop and Grandmom • Although I will forever miss you, I still remember you and
dedicate this page for your teachings and inspiration which encouraged me to follow my
dreams. Thanks.
Whatever the mind can conceive and believe, man can achieve.
Author Unknown

Jamie B. Budilov, D.O
^jt^^M^S)
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To my parents
Thank you both for your constant support, understanding, and love. This dream would
never have become a reality w/ithout you.
Thanks to my great family and friends for your love and encouragement these past four
years.
Mark Bulgarelli, D.O.
. .
.
Your daily life Is your temple and your religion. Whenever you enter Into it take with
you your all. Take the plough and the forge and the mallet and the lute, the things you
have fashioned in necessity or for delight. For in revery you cannot rise above your
achievements nor fall lower than your failures. And take with you all men: for in
adoration you cannot fly higher than their hopes nor humble yourself lower than their
despair. And if you would know God, be not therefore a solver of riddles. Rather look
about you and you shall see Him playing with your children. And look into space; you
shall see Him walking in the cloud, outstretching His arms in the lightning and
descending in the rain. You shall see Him smiling in flowers and waving His hands in
trees.
-Gibran-
Bruce Carnivale, D.O

George E. Charuk, D.O.
Thank you mom and dad for your unending love and support. You have taught me right
from wrong, the importance of hard v^ork and exemplified a positive mental attitude.
Thank you Annette for being the best sister anyone could have. When problems seemed
insurmountable, you helped me tackle them in an approachable manner.
Thank you Don, Mark, and Donna for accepting me as I am. You have seen me at my best
and at my worst and still remain my friends.
May God take care of you as you have me.
I love you!
Michael Chiusano, D.O.

Francine Arlene Cirelly, D.O.
Mom,
This note is just to Thank You
For your patience and advice,
For your thoughtful understanding,
All your help and sacrifice-
It's filled with happy memories.
Too special to forget,
Of all the love you've given.
The example you have set—
And, Mother, it brings lasting love
and gratitude to you now and forever.
Your daughter,
"The Doctor"
God grant me the
Serenity to accept the things I cannot change
The Courage to change the things I can, and
The Wisdom to know the difference.
Anon.
A special thanks to everyone who stood by me during these four hard years, especially,
my Mom and Dad; Aunt Louise; Cousin Billy; Richard and Cathy.
W' lit ^'
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Todd S. Cohen, D.O,
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dedicate this page in loving memory of my father, Jerome B. Cohen, D.O., PCOM Class
of 1956, whose influence has inspired and will continue to guide me through life.
The days and years together have left their impact, a heritage intangible yet rich; made of gestures
and words, acts of kindness and love, experiences shared, the casual vwrm.th of daily contacts. There
lies man's true immortality. He lives on in every person v^hose life he touched.
mk
Patrick J. Colarusso, D.O.
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To my Mother and Father,
Sister and Brother,
and Grandparents
An unending, deep-running stream of love and support
From which I draw every day of my life.
Words cannot express my love and appreciation.
John P. Collins, D.O.
VLvt^(^C-A_3C
To make a great dream come true, ttie first requirement is a great capacity to dream; ttie
second is persistence - - a faith in the dream.
Hans Selye
Thanks to my Mom and Dad, to my brothers and sister, family and friends for their love
and support.
Marianne Colvin, D.O.
'i''"Trn"'ifn™",Ti7
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Portia Conix, D.O.
John F. Conlon, D.O.
HE WASN'T a GREAT MAN -HE WAS THE GREATEST
(by Jeff Conlon in memory of our fatfier)
The mornmg sun is smiling casting stiadows on the ground.
Dance in silent whispers as the leaves fall all around.
The power of the eternal sky gives my spirit quite a thrill.
As does the frosting on the glass in the mid-November chill.
When I close my eyes I see him standing there
Dancing through the living room or smiling from his chair.
But now the chair is empty and the smile is in my mind.
And in my heart is the love I learned from a man who was more than kind.
Now I look at momma-she's stronger than a stone
And even though Daddy's gone she'll never be alone.
And when I look into her eyes I'll see my father there
And realize you don't need words to show how much you care.
My sisters and brothers we feel an aching strain
But the love we share reminds us that it's just a selfish pain.
As evidence of my parent's love well I can give you five.
In each one of us differently our Daddy remains alive.
I can remember one time when my father said to me,
"It's my job as your father to set your spirit free.
To put you in the hands of God and hope that you will stay
And follow the ways of Jesus Christ each and every day."
Our Father in heaven hallowed be thy name.
I know my father resides with you inside your great domain.
I know he lives in all of us in Patrick and Caitlm-Marie.
Dad you did a hell of a job-you're the best husband, Doctor, Friend- And the best
Father there could ever be.
t»i.-s
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John E. Connelly, D.O.
Pamela A. Cook, D.O
To my family and two best friends:
All my thanks and love. I could not have gotten through the challenges of the past four
years without your love, encouragement, and never ending faith m me.
BHPipi
1

Peter J. Coveleski, D.O.
Success begins with your own will .... yet for me, others have been a big help. My
mother whose moral, fmancial, and administrative support have been invaluable. My
father who instilled in me competitiveness, integrity, and compassion. My wife, Staci,
whose wisdom, encouragement, and love kept me going. My daughter, Samantha, who
taught me the real joy of life. Jack and Joy, whose generosity was boundless. And many
other family members and friends. To them I owe a great deal of thanks.
THE GREATEST PARENTS IN THE WORLD
Joshua M. Crasner, D.O.
To Mom and Dad . .
.
your love, support, and devotion have continued to fortify my life.
You have provided me w/ith a sense of dignity and pride w/hich I will never surrender.
Thank you for making my dream a reality.
To Suzanne and Rosalee
.
. . your endless love and guidance to your "big little brother"
will never be forgotten.
To Grandma Clara ... You are the very heart and soul of our family. You have given me
your love and the tremendous tradition of family.
To Grandpops Izzy and Philip ... To your memories I dedicate my future.
To my best friend Larry . . . Thank you for your never-ending optimism. You always
knocked me down to size when I needed it. We'll always be "Big Fred" to one-another.
And to my partner of life, my sweet Stefanie . . |ust the warmth of your heart, the
strength of your love, the security of your green eyes ... all I ever wanted in a wife. You
continue to provide me with your undying love and devotion. With you a wonderful life is
guaranteed.

David W. Daley, D.O.
We are so capable of saving and shaping human life. We are also quite helpless at times.
I will remember you as I save life ... and as I mercifully let go of life. The struggles and
cares must be dealt w/ith each day. At the end of day I m\\ celebrate my life and love.
Much love and luck to all.
miliMlll ^^
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Andi ^ Class of '91.
my afternoon In Crete Late afternoon In Tokyo with my friend Mark.
Andrew J. Dancha, D.O
^^'^^^t^^y^
With great love, honor, and affection, I dedicate this page to the people who mean the
world to me.
To The Lord: For giving me the gifts which allowed me to become what I am.
To Mom and Dad: Whose unyielding love and support educated me, inspired me, and
elevated me. None of this would have been possible without you. I love you both very
much!
To Vicki and Dana: Who helped pick me up when I was down. Thanks for being the
best sisters anyone could ask for. I love you!
To my new bride, Kimmi: Who has been by my side for the past eleven years through
thick and thin. Thanks for waiting and putmg up with me all this time, (she must love
me!) I love you with all my heart!
To the rest of my family, both old and new: Your kindness and thoughtfulness wi
never be forgotten.
Love,
Drew
r"
David W. D'Angelo, D.O.
I am foreverTo all my family: Nanny, Dad, Honey, Damie, M.J., Karl, Karia &
grateful for your love and understanding.
To all my friends: Jerry & Caria, Joe & Anita, and others, I would like to express my sin-
cerest thanks for your encouragement and inspiration.
Myyy Waaay!'
Notes
Robert H. Debbs, D.O.
Dad, I know you are with me here on the most important day ot my lite. You're probably
watching the ceremony sitting in a golf cart up there (definitely more comfortable than
everyone down here). There is no greater driving force in my life than the inspiration you
have given me! For many years I dreamed about telling you this, face to face, at my
graduation day. Now that you are gone . . . your memory is my only comfort in this re-
gard. When I look up, I will see your smile always.
Mom—Thanks for letting me be your "Baby" all these years. You've been so much more
than a provider ... you are my friend and I will always be there for you!
To my brothers and sisters, thanks for the support you've shown me throughout the
years .... but forget it, I don't treat family members!
Finally to all my friends, from high school to Med school .... "What a long strange trip
it's been." All of you have been my inner strength, when I needed you most, you were all
there. When my father passed on, you became my ears and thus my refuge. You will
always be my "Dudes and Dudettes."
DEBBS
A PRINCE AND HIS BRIDE
Mathew, the worlds greatest nephew!!! "REMEMBER, YOU GOHA KNOW IT!!!"
Michael Dietz, D.O.
'i fM<-
Robert DiGregorio, D.O.
Alan F. Doyle, D.O
I am grateful
To all my friends and family for their continued support ttiroughout these past four
years. Without you it would have been next to impossible.
Pamela J. Durham, D.O.
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Charles H. Durmis, D.O.
Scott R. Eisenberg, D.O.
Internship: Metropolitan Hospital Springfield Division Springfield, Pa.
Extracurricular Activities: President, Lambda Omicron Gamma Fraternity 1987-88.
P.C.O.M. Men's Basketball 1985-89. Freshman Orientation leader 1986-87. Chairman
West Coast Video division of P.C.O.M. Lunchtime Movie Club
Notes on the past four years: Susan, without you life is meaningless. Tony and Mark,
memories of paper airplanes, stump your roommate, star trek, superbowl parties, chew,
good Italian cooking, and many great times will always stay with me. To my father, you
are the wind beneath my wings. I could never have made it without your support.
Gary Erbstoesser, D.O.
^A'V tnM^^^^^ [)
Graduation is a time of reflection. Befiind every acfiievement tfiere's always a supporting
cast.
In my case, I tiave parents I am forever mdebted to. Thanks Dad. Mom, Maralyn, Dave,
and Louie. My best friend and wife Debbie, you put me ttirougti and never lost faith in
me. I love you.
I dedicate my life and any good I can do to my Lord and Savior- without whom none of
this would be possible.
I wish my fellow colleagues well, and leave a message St. Francis left to his friends,
"Brothers and Sisters while we have the time let us do good."
"read the sign" "P.C.O.M. 'S resident aerobic instructor"
"Our San Diego connection"
1 im ^ - i*-
"1988 undefeated ctiamps
"
! the day/night we got lost on the

Allan F. Fehlandt, D.O.
David M. Fellin, D.O.
'MO.
If I were to wish for anytfimg- 1 should not wish for wealth and power but for the pas-
sionate sense of the potential, for the eye which, every young and ardent, sees the
possible. Pleasure disappoints, possiblity never.
-Soren Kierkegaard
A special note of appreciation and thanks go out to all of the special people in my life
who have encouraged me along the way. You have shown me the possiblities which lay
ahead for me, may you all always continue to do so.
The path we first took those many years ago has Imally come to an end. Now a new one begins.
Through the years we have shared many
adventures, now we will share the
realizations of all the possibilities of lite
we always spoke about.
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May we always be as close and caring throughout our
lives.
A special thanks for those who always showed their great love for me.
Eugene J. Fellin, D.O
Mom and Dad:
Just saying thank you seems so inadequate. You tiave always done so mucti for me.
Ttianl( you for everything; For the support, For the guidance. I am who I am because
of you.
C.W.:
Finally another doc in the family.
Marylouise and Lynne;
Big brother is fmally getting a job. Thanks for being great sisters.
Paula:
Your love and support make life possible.
I LOVE YOU ALL



Teresa M. Frisella, D.O.
In searching for the way to go
I followed all the rules
The way they say to choose between
The wise man and the fools
I listen to the words they say
I read what I should read
I do what ever's right to do
Try to be what I should be
Someone let me in I think the sky is falling
Seems I've gotten' lost on my way
All I want to do is try and find myself
Come and let me look in your eyes
- John Denver
ALL I REALL Y NEED TO KNOW I LEARNED IN KINDERGARTEN
Most of what I really need to know about how to live and what to do and how to
be I learned in kindergarten. Wisdom was not at the top of the graduate school
mountain, but there in the sandpile at Sunday school These are the things I
learned:
Share everything.
Play fair.
Don 't hit people.
Put things back where you found them.
Clean up your own mess.
Don't take things that aren't yours.
Say you're sorry when you hurt somebody.
Wash you hands before you eat.
Flush.
Warm cookies and cold milk are good for you.
Live a balanced life learn some and think some and draw and paint and sing and
dance and play and work every day some.
Take a nap every afternoon.
When you go out into the world, watch out for traffic, hold hands and stick
together.
Be aware of wonder.
- Robert Fulghum
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MADIGAN ARMY MEDICAL
CENTER .
Internship HO! God, how I love those uniforms!
^
The grueling work of a rotation in Hawaii. The dawn of the revolution, Casey!!
My family. I love you. Hugs to A-l^. Sal, Spike & Andrea. A familiar sight: Salem helps me study. Thanks also to Deb, Sue and Margel.

Susan E. Galada, D.O.
•^^Ma^v- C UiU-i:uLj^, 2>.^.
David J. Garry, D.O.
-D.O
Robert A. Garvin, Jr., D.O.
My sincere thanks to ttiose who have touched my life with love, friendship, guidance and
support. I am surely blessed. Thanks, especially, Mom and Dad.
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Mary Jo Ann Golden, D.O.
To my Family and Friends:
You all have helped me arrive at w/here I am today. You deserve to be on this page as
much as I do. I thank God for you and ask Him for continued blessings and guidance in
all of our lives.
I LOVE YOU!
^
A

Debora Ann Galante
Goodrich, D.O.
I shall pass through this world but once.
It, therefore, there be any kindness I can show,
or any good thing I can do, let me do it now ... for I shall not pass this way again.
Etienne de Grellet
/^c^ rKii^
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Anthony J. Guarracino, D.O.
It IS said that ninety percent of all learning is done outside of the classroom. Hence,
the most important teachers m my life have been my loving parents, my typical Italian
family, my crazy roommates and most importantly, my sweetheart. Thank you all for
your confidence, your sense of humor and for inspiring me to become the best physician
that I can be. You are the best supporting cast a person could have. I love you all.
I'm not coming out untile these four years
are over!
^~
Medical school' When are you finally going to earn a livin
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Patrick J. Hanley, D.O.


Steven R. Hendricks, D.O
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"And these children that you spit on, as they try to change their worlds, are immune to
your consultations, they're quite aware what they're going through . . . "
-D. Bowie
"The world is your excerise-book, the pages on which you do your sums. It is not reality,
although you can express reality there if you wish. You are also free to write nonsense,
or lies, or to tear the pages." -R. Bach
"Your only obligation in any lifetime is to be true to yourself" -R. Bach
My heritage Future Mrs. and Dr. The folks, to whom I owe everything
We're really model railroaders who go to medical school as a hobby The clan- Thanks for all your loving support
John L. Holup, D.O.
i^p^^^^
thank my Mom who gave me life. 1 thank my Janet who made my life complete and I
thank God who was, is, and always will be.
I
Rosina R. Hudnell, D.O.
An //onofianiur,
,o ihoie. LnflufLnce-yi which have. 6een the. blocks o/ my (o^tne^A
the ^un^^ o( my Ladde^
the ^t^e.n^th o^ my faith
To 9e^uA - fon the fuilLUment of. pnomi^e
and the fon^iveneJiJi of my uteakne/i.A
To my Dad - whoAe loving ujiAdom perfected in me
the theory of perpetual motion
To m^ mom - fo. youn A-t.enath. devotion and Aac.ifice
whoAe chainA of pnaijen. AUApendA my Awuny
i,Kom heaven
To Harold - <,od,A own t
in the daiih
,f iiyht.
lg.ht
lo Sheena - mu coach, my dutch, my fan, my fniend
A mi^xacle only Qod could ^r.ant
To Coney - my Alpha and Omeya. who bnoadenA my honi^o
AhanpenA mu whit and paceA my lapA
could the/e 6e Atnenyih without ynavity?
To the multitude of aouIa who have touched
I dedicate my pledye of ynatitude
and offe. thi '.eAouaceof my calm:
tn oun. paAALny
"And whatAoeven. ye
and not unto men".
Paul' A IpiAtle to the fhillipianA
Chapter 1/
SpecUl ve^AeA: 6-7; I'; 13 and I 'I
,. do it heartily, aA to the LoAd,
ColoAALunA 3:23
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Para ti Mama, mi abuela quenda, tu me ensenaste como tener te en mis abilidades y siempre
seras la inspiracion de mi nueva vida como medico.
1
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George M. Hudson, D.O.
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I asked God for strength, that I might achieve
I was made weak, that I might learn humbly to obey.
I asked for health, that I might do great things
I was given Infirmity, that I might do better things.
I asked for riches, that I might be happy
I was given poverty, that I might be wise.
I asked for power, that I might have the praise of man
I was given weakness, that I might feel the need of God.
I asked for all things, that I might en|oy life
I was given life, that I might en|oy all things
I got nothing that I asked for—but everything I had hoped for.
Almost despite myself, my unspoken prayers were answered
I am among all men, most richly blessed.
Unknown Confederate Soldier
To the UNITED STATES NAVY and to all my SHIPMATES who made my dream of becoming
a physician a reality ... ADM Eske, CAPT Jones, CAPT Roper, CART McAllister, CAPT
Fisher . . . Fair Winds and Following Seas.
x^-^
Para Mami, who was always there for all of
us when Dad was away and who taught me
love of humanity, TE QUIERO MUCHISIt^O,
To the colonel, Dad, who I love and respect
more than any man on earth. THANKS just
doesn't say it all.
To Debbie, Kristina and Stephanie, who made the sacrifices and did without for four long years—ALL MY LOVE.
In loving memory of my
Uncle Jimmy.
Thanks Bobby for all your advice as v»ell as your sense of humor. I love you for being my
brother and respect and appreciate you for being my friend.
Mike, I miss you very much. I took our relationship as brothers for granted at times and
for that I am sorry. I hope that I will not make this mistake again. I wish you v»ere here to see
me graduate. I will always love you.
Finally, thanks to my loving wife Lisa, whose love, support, patience, and intelligence has helped pull me
through the rough times and has made the good times that much more enioyable. Lisa, I love you very much.
, p^^^ (hat our baby will be born healthy and will have a life full of happiness.
Elizabeth Jackovic, D.O.
I would like to thank my Mother and Father for their years of encouragement and for
providing me with the opportunity to go to medical school. I love you both very much.
Mom, I could not have done it without you.
I would like to thank my brothers and sisters, Mark, Marcy, Andrew, Allen, MaryGrace,
and Annie. Each one of you has a special place in my heart and have brought me great
happiness. I love you all.
I would like to thank my Grandma J. for keeping me in her prayers. I love you.
And to my Grandma and Aunt Marilyn, you both make me feel very lucky. I love you both
very much. I love you too. Pap Pap, and miss you.
To my husband Gary, thank you for kind words and encouragement. I love you with all
my heart.
Thanks to all the people over the past four years who taught me. Special thanks to Mack,
Dr. Flynn, Mr. Jaklich, and Dr. A.E. Michaels.
Best of luck to Marianne, Pam, Ron, Ed, Bob, Michele, and all of my classmates.
Hi
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Ronald L. Jasper, D.O.
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This page is in loving memory of all those family members who have passed away; my
father, Russell Jasper: grandfathers, Raymond Jasper and John Griffith: and my uncle,
James Griffith. May God's grace always be with you.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank those who have helped me throughout
my educational endeavors. To Paul and Kay, thank you for your time and talents in
helping me achieve my goals in life. A special thank you is extended to my parents for
their support and encouragement as I challenged life's upheavals and for instilling in me
a set of values which guides me throughout life. To my Grandmother Griffith, a
heartwarming thank you for being there whenever I needed anything and for your words
of wisdom throughout my educational years. But most of all I would like to extend my
deepest appreciation to my "friend", my fiance, Paula. Thank you for all your patience,
encouragement and unselfishness throughout the past eight years. Without you this day
would not be possible. Thank you for your love when the hardships where infinite and the
miles between us were great.

John Gary Kemberling, D.O.
\
Thanks Mom. Dad, and Karen for all the support and love that you have given me.
Without your guidance and inspiration this wiould not be possible.
Thanks to my loving wife, Sharon, who will make the best mother possible. I LOVE
YOU, HUN!
Thanks to all my family and friends - Dr. Kemberling at your service. F \
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Dwight T. Kemp, D.O.
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would like to offer my heartfelt thanks and love to Mom, Dad, my family, and my
friends who have graciously given so much. Your love, support and confidence has made
such a difference to me. I am very proud to share with you my triumphs and successes
tor they are yours as well.
To my school peers and my Pennsylvania friends, it has been a great experience! I wish
the best to you all.
:ijSSii3£ilJt^ ly^rtUOfll
Joseph Edward Kepko D.O.
Alexander C. Keszeli, D.O.
To my family,
Few words can ever express how lucky I feel to be a part of this family. To you Dad,
my mspiration, it's a great honor to follow m your footsteps. Mom, thanks for always
being there for me. George, you're the best brother one could hope for, I'm proud of you.
To my grandparents, you are with me always. I love you all very much.
Lawrence Kline, D.O
•i'
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Daniel N. Koehler, D.O.
To Mom, whose encouragement and guidance helped me realize the rewards I could gam
from hard work and dedication, my love and thanks.
To Mother, whom I see every time I look into an older person's eyes or think of when an
older person speaks to me her concerns, God bless you!
To Jayve, Richard, and Rebecca, who always made me laugh when I needed it the most,
thanks guys.
To Paul, my Chicago pal, Gratias.
To Diane, whom I took into my heart and whose love and care brought me through my
hardest days, all my love, always,
And to Dad, my inspiration and my mentor, who is still the Finest Physician I have ever
known. Fraternally Yours,
Dan.
Frank R. Kohler, D.O.
""
Gary F. Kolarik, D.O.
f.
Barbara- 1 got lucky over twenty years ago and married ttie most beautiful girl I've ever seen. You
saved me, you have loved me, you have held us all together with your tenacity, your courage and
your heart. Your faith in me made this possible. I love you forever. "I'll find you in the morning sun
and when the night is new, I'll be looking at the moon but I'll be seeing you."
Christopher- 1 have watched you grow from a beautiful boy into a great young man of courage and
know I have been blessed. My pride is exceeded only by my love for you.
Maria - My bunny, my "belle loiele" - you have given me unparalleled joy for fifteen years and I
know that will never end. I love you always |e t'aime.
Big Grandpa- Your love and care for Mom has been matched only by your love and care for us. No
father has ever given more of himself to his family than you. We couldn't have made it without
your help. We all love you.
Mom and Dad Agnello - My thanks and love to two very special people who helped to make this
dream come true. You gave me my greatest gift • your most beautiful daughter to be my wife and
mother of my children. Barbara is a reflection of both of you for which I am grateful.
Mom- All of our lives you cared about one thing only - your family and especially your boys. You
would have been so proud to see both of them become doctors. I miss you. Mom, but I'll be seeing
you too.
Paul M. Kosmorsky, D.O
1^^5 HI- (^^.K^'^^-o.
Be Big. Think Big. Act Big. Dream Big. Your value is determined by the mold you yourself
make. It doesn't take any more energy to expect to be the best.
-Conrad Hilton

Adhinayak Roby Lai, D.O
TO MY FAMILY AND FRIENDS . . .
THANK YOU FOR ALL THE LOVE AND SUPPORT THROUGH THE YEARS!
Nancy C, Lasson, D.O.
rs
"Thou hast chosen me in thy grace, to watch over the life and
death of thy creatures. I am about to fulfill my duties. Guide me
in this immense work so that it may be of avail." MAIMONIDES
1
Donna Leonardo, D.O.
Hollace D. Leppert, D.O.
So why do we do it?
What good IS it?
Does it teach you anything
Like determination, invention, improvisation
Foresight, hindsight. Love?
Strength, or patience or accuracy or quietness or tolerance or
Which wood burns and how long is a day
And how delicious is water and smoky green pea soup?
And how to rely on your Self.
—On The Loose

Martin J. Loscalzo, D.O.
To God,
who taught me how to believe
To Mom and Dad,
who taught me how to live
To Rita, Amy, and Katharina,
who taught me how to share
To Lucas and Cormne and Julia,
who taught me how to enjoy
To Laurie,
who taught me how to love . .
Mary Beth Ludwig, D.O.
W^y J^O
Special thanks to:
Mom and Dad without whom this dream could have ever come true. Thank you for your
constant love, encouragement and all the sacrifices you've made. "You're gift to me is
who I am; my gift to you is who I've become."
Julie, Amy and Jon. You are the source of my energy. "It is through you that I have
learned not only to do what I must but to do it with passion."
Alex, for his strength, courage and love, and above all, his patience for waiting.
The f(/lan in the Glass
When you get what you want in your struggle for gam, And the world makes you King for
a day. Just go to the mirror and look at yourself
And see what that man has to say.
It isn't your father or mother of wife Whose judgement upon you must pass. The one
whose verdict counts most in your life Is the one staring back in the glass.
He's the one you must satisfy beyond all the rest. For he's with you right up to the end;
And you have passed your most difhcult test If the man in the glass is your friend!
You may be one who got a good break— Then think you're a wonderful guy;
But the man in the glass says you're only a fake If you can't look him straight in the eye.
You may fool the whole world down your pathway of years. And get pats on the back as
you pass; But your final reward will be heartaches and tears
If you've cheated the Man in the Glass!
by Dale Wimbrow
This better be worth it.'
"Can you tell we're sisters?"
"Yes, this IS my child.'
"If this IS what it takes .
"If only I couldn't see over my husband's
head ..."
"Dad, IS this cool or what?" "Cool, what do
you mean by cool?"

Bryan S. McCarthy, D.O.
"We made all the promises
we swore we'd always remember.
No retreat, Baby,
no surrender,"
Bruce Springsteen
^m:

Gregory McDonald, D.O
I wish to thank my family for all their love and support. I could not have succeeded
without it. I love you all very, very much.
My Mother and Father and myself age one
My Dad, Gene and his Friend Maureen
My Aunt Barbara and Uncle John


Robert A. Matta, D.O.
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Mom, Dad, Mark, Jim, Val, Nana, Baba, Zack and Jill, and especially Sue:
My deepest love and thanks go out to all who have helped and guided me these past
four years: physically, emotionally, and spiritually. Your strength, wisdom, and under-
standing have enabled me to learn not only the art of healing, but also the meaning of
true love and friendship.
Peace, God bless you all.
Love,
Rob
Beckie Michael, D.O.
To my husband, John:
Thank you for making these four years so wonderful.* Your love and support is
treasured.
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Jeffrey M. Moldovan, D.O.
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Renee J. Morrow, D.O.
Go confidently in the direction of your dreams! Live the life you've imagined. -Henry
David Thoreau
i

John Mueller, D.O.
I wish to send a special thanks to all who made this dream possible:
To my parents for their unendmg support and love.
To my entire family for being there when I needed them.
To my friends for all the good times and laughter.
And especially to Alice, my partner m life, for all her patience, encouragement, devotion
and love. I hope you know the difference that you have made in my life. We've come a
long way together.
M1
Thomas E. Munshower, D.O.
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Catherine Casey Naughton,
D.O.
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I have tried to include on this page as many of the fabulous people in my life as possible.
I love them all very dearly and I thank God for their friendship.
A special THANK YOU goes to my parents and grandparents because I would never have
made it through medicine if they didn't constantly help me with the rest of my life.
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Kathleen Mary Neilon, D.O.
To my sister, Patti,
Thanks for your support, patience, understanding, and love these last four years.
Thanks for being my best friend and roommate. I love you!
To Dad and Aunt Kass,
You encouraged me to live up to my potential with your love and guidance. I love you
both!
To my friends.
Thanks for putting up with me through good times and bad!
Sisters #1 Sisters #2
Study partners The Tourigian Award 1988
Jeffrey T. Mold, D.O.
I would like to thank everyone who played a part in my last four years. For most of you,
you know who you are.
Extra special thanks go to:
Mom, Dad, Kathy, Lisa and the rest of tfie clan; Without your love and support I might
not have made it through.
/'.Thanks for all that you have done for me. You may never know how important to me it
is to have a friend like you.
G People; Thanks for all the fun times, and the friendship.
Especially to Micti; Words mean nothing. Quite simply- I can't wait!
0-5. 'i* a,d mo^v
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Michael J. Olek, D.O.
I aspire to grasp this opportunity to acknowledge gratitude towards my parents, family,
and friends who have bolstered and tolerated me throughout this endeavor. I will be
forever in their debt.
"From inability to let well alone: From too much zeal tor the new and contempt for what
IS old: From putting knowledge before wisdom, science before art, and cleverness before
common sense: From treating patients as cases, and from making the cure of the
disease more grievous than the endurance of the same. Good Lord, Deliver Us." -Sir
Robert Hutchinson
My son. attend unto my wisdom, and bow thine ear to my understanding: That thou
mayest regard discretion, and that thy lips may keep knowledge
Proverbs 5:1,2
Mr. Kingdom help me please to find the rainbow's end -E.L.O. You yourself must be the real stuff -C.G. Jung
Joseph E. Oliva, D.O.
Thank God it's over! I.H.T.F.P.! Thanks to my tamily for all their Love and support
through this ordeal. However, the nightmare is just beginning. Have fun kids. It's been
real, it's been fun, but it hasn't been real run. Laaaterrr . . .
Before Medical School; Just three regular guys. Searching for the Perfect Woman
The true meaning of ' Guides"
After Medical School: Just three regular D.O.s,
George J. Papanicolaou, D.O.
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I thank God by whose grace I have completed medical school. To Him goes the glory! He
has bestowed many blessmgs upon me, but none greater than my lovmg wife, Michelle.
Her counsel, prayers, and perseverance are a continual and vital source of encourage-
ment to me. I look forward to practicing medicine for many years with her by my side. I
thank God also, for the loving generosity and support of my family and friends. I am
especially thankful for my mother, father inlaw and mother inlaw. My mother through
the most difficult of circumstance selflessly stood by Michelle and I as we went through
the |oys and hardships of med school. My inlaws - "looch" and "geech" - have always
loved me like son and are an endless source of support. Thanks to God for all of you!
Mary F. Pascucci, D.O.
•?i==., (o
Mom and Dad,
Thank you for all the love, support, and encouragement you've given me over the years.
couldn't have done it without you. I LOVE YOU.
Peter J. Patton, D.O.
TO MOM, DAD, NANA, POP, DIANE, DON, ADDISON, KEVIN, CANDY, BILL, "MY FAMILY",
THANK YOU ALL FOR YOUR SUPPORT AND UNDERSTANDING THROUGHOUT THE YEARS. /
LOyE YOU ALL. TO CUDDY BRUCE AND BILL FISH THANKS FOR YOUR FRIENDSHIP
THROUGHOUT THESE FOUR YEARS. IT IS ALL OVER BUT CRIME.
Inna Pendrak, D.O.
TO MOM AND DAD: Thank you for your love, guidance, and encouragement. Thank you
for teaching me to never say "I cann't". Thank you for makmg endless sacrifices so that
my dreams could come true.
TO MY HUSBAND: Thank you for bemg my best friend, my love, and my inspiration.
Thank you for caring and for your constant support when I needed it most. I couldn't
have done it without you.
William J. Pesce, D.O.
Special thanks to—
Mom and Dad-For your everlasting love, support, sacrifice, and encouragement, and for
believing in me through the years. You are the greatest parents in the world. I could
have never made it without your guidance. I love you both.
Gina and Dean-For your much appreciated help throughout medical school, and for giving
me a beautiful goddaughter and niece, Danielle iVlarie.
Debbie-For all the laughs through the years. You are one of a kind.
Gramp, Gram, and Gramp-For the lifelong memories.
Gram-I know you are watching over me.
And for Kan, the love of my iife-For always being there for me when I needed you
through these past four years. You've made the rough times smoother, while giving
me countless beautiful memories. I am looking forward to spending the rest of our
lives together, 10-20-90.
Thank you PCOM.
k
Bruce W. Peters, D.O.
First and foremost, I dedicate this page to God for entrusting me with this awesome
responsibility.
To my family and friends, yojr love and encouragement have been my strength.
To my father, who was always an Inspiration for me, I hope I can become half the man
he exemplified.
To my mother, words cannot adequately express my gratitude. You have given me
more than I can ever hope to return. Thanks for always being there.
Lindsay G. Peterson, D.O.
What the end will be is still an open question.
We have rattled along, hot and cold, for some time now
and
My advice to you is not to inquire as to why or whither
But just enjoy your ice cream while it's on your plate -
That's my philosophy.
Sabina Skin of our Teeth
by
Thorton Wilder
Jeffrey L. Piccirillo, D.O.
To My Family & Friends:
Thank you all for the support you have given me over these past four years. If it was
not for all of you, I would not have been able to come through this with my sanity!
Love,
Jeff
Elsira M. Pina, D.O.
To My Wonderful Mom and Dad:
Like The Three Muskateers, "All for One and One for AH" We have travelled this
long road together. Finally, we have reached our destination.
Danke, for your endless love, encouragement and friendship.
Ich liebe euch sehr viel!
With Great Pride
Your Loving Daughter
Elsira
To My Great Friends:
"Salut" to life, love, friendship and new horizons. Au Revoir: "Until we see one
another again!"
W
Elizabeth E. Piorkowski, D.O.
To Dad and Mom ^\\mi you for giving me confidence, support, and encouragement wfiile going
ttirougfi medical school, and for /^iW/^KS believing in me. Your advice and words of wisdom helped
to guide me more than you know. I Love You very much!
To my brothers and sisters- Ihe best friends and family I could ever ask for. You keep me smiling,
give me inspiration, and most of all, a BOOST whenever I need it.
/W/Ae-A special thanks for always being there in a "crisis" situation, and for keeping your eye on
me. M & J -The greatly needed vacations at Roehobeth were a blast! I'll trade it for OMT anytime!
Cttris- Sis; Always there!; BW; Travel much?; CA next' Love ya'
My sctiool buddies I couldn't have made it through these years and long nights of studying
without you. Study carrels (TP, BP, BP, AP, PP) VS Mags
Tma Pip- Can we cram ALL this? Yes!; Fla.; Ca.; Many long talks! FUN.
Suzanne, Bill, Jeff, Pete, Bob- 5 Pts.; Cav's.; Cram! Cram!; Molsons; Late nite TV; Working out;
Where's the closest pool?; Beach?; Tan?; Hot tub'; CA?!
Sean- Racketball; Skiing; Keep the "spirits" up, huh' Happy Hours; B-Day's!
PSU Buddies- Lynn & Maureen -You put sunshine into a cloudy day. Many happy New Year's!;
Spinster's; Vacations; Beaches; Skiing; The best times!
Tracy, Jeff, Pat- CA. Buddies; San Fran, is the place to go! It's a lite one!; Lake Tahoe/Wine
Country; What more is there?!
Niets & Laur- Whose's first N? Way to hang in there with me Loretta! NMY!
yoAn Thanks for the many Great times we've shared, and for keeping me laughing Is it vacation
time YET'" Les Miserables/Limo s/Champagne"
In memory of Nana & Gramp'iou're with me in spirit to share this special occasion.
Constantina Pippis, D.O.
iM^ltUTlML Pj^floj 0.0.
To my mother, father, Gus, and Elleni:
It is because of your endless love and support, and your many sacrifices that I have
made it this far. I will never be able to thank you enough for all your love, patience
and prayers, and for always believing in me. I love you with all my heart.
To my fiance, Brian:
Thank you for your constant love, support, and understanding,, for being the best
friend, and for making my dreams come true with each passing day. You have made
this all worthwhile, and you have made me the luckiest person in the world. I love you ^
forever, Brian!
Kurt W. Possai, D.O.
Fur Mutter und Vater Zwei auBergewohnlictie Menschen, die einen Traum
gemacht haben. In Liebe und tiefster Verehrung.
To Kathleen - Ttiank you for your support, encouragement and relentless love,
make my life special-and I look forward to a special lite with you-always. Love,
THE RULES OF LIFE
1. YOU PAY FOR YOUR THRILLS
2. If you snooze, you lose.
3. You can't put a price on a good time.
4. Sometimes you win.
Sometimes you lose.
Sometimes you get rained out.
But you ALWAYS suit up for the game!
5. Never let the little head do the thinking for the big head.
6. It could be worse ... it could be raining!
wahr
You
Kurt
Do you love me, I can really move.
Do you love me, I'm m the groove.
Do you love me. Do you love me,
Now that I can dance. Watch me now, HEY!
-D. Dancmg
Kurt after PCOM
"If it was easy, we'd all be big"-K. Enckson
Student doctor Kermit the Frog ponders the first week's notes! The GSL repayment begins . . .
They took the shirt off my back.
Andrew S. Poulshock, D.O.
To my family:
I thank you all, especially you mom and dad, for all your support, guidance, and love. I
could not and would not have done it wiithout you. I love you both and I only hope that I
can be as successful and as happy as you are together.
To my friends:
You can laugh, you can critize, but you now have to call me Doctor! Ha, Ha, Ha.
To my Colleagues:
I wish you all the best and great success. Have a good one!
.^
Alice R. Premaza-Mueller, D.O.
It is no doubt to this Class of 1989 that to pursue a career in medicine can be quite diffi-
cult at times, both mentally and physically. I now know, looking back, that I would have
not changed a step along this path. Throughout my college years at LaSalle and through
PCOM, I have been blessed with an incredibly wonderfuhamWy that have made my life a
little easier. It is to all of you that I dedicate this page. I want to offer a special thanks to
my parents; mom and dad Mueller: and my husband John whose love and encouragement
are irreplaceable.

Jeffrey Rabin, D.O.
:tm /
D-O-
Marylou Rainone, D.O.
THANKS:
Mom, for being my constant support and strengtti. We've made it through the most
difficult times-together. I love you now and always!
Gram, IVlike, Phil, Gail, Joyce, Brian, and Philip, for being there for me. You are my life,
my inspiration!
Bob, for giving me dreams. You've been not only my "buddy," but also my love. Here's
to our future together!
Dad, for teaching me the meaning of hard work. This one's for you! Even though you're
not here to share this day with us, your legacy will live on in all of us. I'll always re-
member you in my work, and when I do I'll say, "This is for you Dad."
Love, Marylou
"And let today embrace the past with remembrance and the future with longing." Kahili
Gibran
tf^ [
;-i
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Michael M. Reese, D.O.
Andrea Requa, D.O.
^
"Kilimaniaro is a snow covered mountain . . . said to be the tiighest in Africa. Its western
summit IS called . . . Ttie House of God. Close to tfie western summit there is the dried
and frozen carcass of a leopard. No one has explained what the leopard was seeking at
that altitude."
Hemingway
Pascuala C. Reyes, D.O.
'Take delight in the Lord and he will give you the desires of thine heart. Ps. 37:4
Queridos Padres,
Gracias es tan pequena palabra para expresar mis sentimientos para Uds. Lo mismo se
dice de Amor, pero es tan grande cuando se encuentra. Con Amor, PCR

Little Dude Mr. and Mrs. D.O.
Judith Richmond Pryblick, D.O,
To those special persons who made it all possible:
Mom and Dad: You never once pushed me toward my goals, but always led me arm-in-
arm there. Thanks and much love!
Di and Mark: Although I might not express it in words, you are both very special to me.
Let's always be there for each other!
Gary, my love and my lifesaver: We have a long road ahead to travel. Hopefully, we'll be
using "the Beemer!" Mup, mup. I love you forever!
My fellow colleagues: Health, happiness and success!
Dad II, Mom II, Gar, Ames, Me, Mom I, Dad I
Aunt Judy and Amy My "baby" brother Mark
» • I X: 4'
Cosmo and GQ D.O.
The Gang- Thanks for the memories and Good Luck! Joe and my gorgeous sis, Diane!
Anthony J. Rivellini, D.O.
To Mom and Dad,
Thank you for the support, thank you for the faith, and thank you, most of all, for the
love.
To Debbie and John,
Your happiness brings me happiness.
To my friends,
You let me be me; good, bad and m between.
To Diane,
You make it all worth fightmg for, you make me whole, you make me complete, you
make me see through clear eyes. Thank you for the love.




Vincent G. Sacco, D.O.
To Mom and Dad: I can never stop saying thank you. For your love, your generosity and
making my life so fulfilling. I love you.
To Ree: "; but may our future togettier exceed our past.
To Craig: "Wtien are we ordermg"?
To Debbs: "Dude", there killing people here"!
To Milt: "You get House this time".
To Nooch: "Its your fault Johnny, its your fault".
Kirsten A. Santianni, D.O
/$Cu-^-^tJ^^«
You are a child of the universe no less than the trees and the stars; you have a right to
be here. And whether or not it Is clear to you, no doubt the universe is unfolding as it
should.
To see a world in a grain of sand.
And a heaven in a wild flower.
Hold infinity in the palm of your hand.
And eternity in a single hour.

Philip H. Scaglione, D.O.
"If we seek merely swollen, slothful ease and ignoble peace, if we shrink from the hard
contests where men must wm at the hazard of their lives and at the risk of all they hold
dear, then bolder and stronger peoples will pass us by, and will win for themselves the
domination of the world."
Theodore Roosevelt
"Life is a mission. Every other definition of life is false, and leads all who accept it
astray. Religion, science, philosophy, though still at variance upon many points, all agree
m this, that every existence is an aim."
Giuseppe Mazzini
"A man who has nothing for which he is willing to fight; nothing he cares about more
than his own personal safety; is a miserable creature who has no chance of being free,
unless made and kept so by the exertions of better men than himself."
John Stuart H/liil
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Christopher W. Schmidt, D.O.
Steven P. Schmidt, D.O.
To complete medical school is not truly an individual effort, but is actually the
combined effort of those who have influenced my life. To these people I give thanks:
Mom and Dad, who gave me the incentive and opportunity.
Jack and Don, who gave the friendly competition and encouragement.
Relatives, who were always supportive and helpful.
And Most of all:
Tamara, who has made this possible, made it worthwhile, and who deserves the
credit.
Michele M. Schons, D.O.
^>cMju in. §ih<MoM
Thank you . . .
husband Dave ... No words can fully express the thanks I have for your love and
support these last four years. I love you.
My parents and family ... for my life, your constant love and encouragement and your
faith in me. I know you had to sacrifice a lot for me to get where I am today, and I
only hope you know how much I appreciate it.
God . . . for helping me to survive the bad times and to cherish the good.
Happy memories made today
become treasures
for all our tomorrows
Barbara J. Schoos, D.O.
'^o
Dear Mom and Dad,
The value of your unconditional love cannot be expressed but it is absolutely essential to
every day of my life. Thanks.
Mary Catherine Seifert, D.O.
Sometimes, not often enough, we reflect upon the good things. And those thoughts
always center around those we love. And I thmk about those people who mean so very
much to me. And for so many years have made me so very happy. And I count the times I
have forgotten to say - Thank you. And |ust how much I love them.
Felice Mancini
David R. Shober, D.O.
To my parents, what can I say . .
Ttiis page in my life would not be possible without your love, encouragement, neverend
ing support and sacrifice. Thank you for giving me life and for giving me the opportunity
to fulfill my life as a physician.
To my family . . .
Ed, IVIary Jean, Anne, Joan and Pat what a great group! Thank you for always being
there.
To I\/lichele ... my beautiful wife and classmate . . .
Your companionship and love through these four years of medical school has made my
life complete. I love you dearly and look forward to sharing my life with you.
Kenneth F. Shockley, D.O.
Colleen M. Smith, D.O.
Dear Family and Friends,
From Jhe Shaggy Dogio Harrison's Principles of Internal Medicine your support and
encouragement have been unwavermg. Throughout my life you have taught me that a
positive outlook often brings success, that honesty is important and that hard work
brings personal satisfaction. Thank you!
Your laughter and companionship during my medical school endeavor are appreciat-
ed. May your paths of life be adorned with roses.
Love,
Coleen
p.s. Thanks for the clothes Pat and Francie!
n/
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Teresa M. Smith Ball, D.O.
With gratitude I dedicate this page
To the memory of my mother. Her determination and commitment to life was my biggest
inspiration. Her strength and courage gave me my motivation. She dedicated her life
to those she loved. I hope I can be like her. 1 miss you Mom.
To my family and friends; that includes you Daddy. You've stood behind me every step of
the way with encouragement and pride. You gave me the confidence that I needed to
make it through. I love you all.
And most of all to my husband, Chris. You've always been there for me with
understanding, love and support. You've made so many sacrifices for me over these
last four years. What would I have ever done without you' I'll love you forever. You're
the greatest.
To everyone. I did it . . . FINALLY!
VJK ^ ;• I

Susan M. Snyder, D.O.
6<^^S-r7 c)
I asked for strength that I might achieve;
He made me weak that I might obey.
I asked for health that I might do greater things;
I was given grace that I might do better things.
I asked for riches that I might be happy;
i was given poverty that I might be wise.
I asked for power that I might have the praise of men;
I was given weakness that I might feel the need of God.
I asked for all things that I might en|oy life;
I was given life that I might en|oy all things.
I received nothing that I asked for but all that I hoped for.
My prayer was answered.
—Author Unknown
To my family and friends who have helped me to realize my potential, my sincere thanks.
With God's strength and your support I was able to achieve my goal of becoming a
physician.
DAD: Thanks for helping to teach me both the art of medicine and the art of being a com-
passionate human being. Thank you also for believing in me and for all the "long
distance hugs" when I didn't believe in myself.
MOM: Thank you for all of the love and encouragement through the years. Your spirit
and drive as a mother, scholar and social worker continues to inspire me. Most of all,
thank you for your sensitivity and unique understanding of me both when I was a child
and now that I am a woman.
DOUG, SCOTT, GRAMPA, AND GANNY: Through the examples set by your lives I have
learned to persevere even against great odds. 1 have in me a small piece of each of you.
Thank you for your undying love.
TO ALL OF MY FRIENDS, ESPECIALLY THE SEVEN FRIENDS, AND TO MY BEST FRIEND,
ROB: Thank you for keeping me sane through these four difficult years. You were always
there for me, whether I needed someone to share my laughter or my tears. With your
help I was able to keep it all in perspective. Thank you all.
Michael C. Stave, D.O.
c<.^C4^^ C^. —_i<:^2^-e. J--^
Believe in yourself and in your dreams
though impossible things may seem
someday, somehow, you'll get through
to the goal you have m view.
Mountains fall and seas divide
before the one who in his stride
takes a hard road day by day
Sweeping the obstacles away.
Believe in yourself and in your plan
Say not — I cannot — but, I can
The prizes of Life we fail to win
because we doubt the power within.
Author Unknown
DeducM H' tiffin uilur kslfd ute^ Bdti^e,.
Robert L. Stein, D.O.
As I look back over the past few years, many people, events, educational experiences
and memories come into mind. Although these times have passed, they shall never be
forgotten. The most inspirational factor of my life, but probably least recognized, has
been my family. Dad and IViom, you tv^o are irreplacable!!!! I can never begin to repay
you for your continual guidance, encouragement, patience and endless love that you
offered. My brothers. Rusty and Ron, thanks for your constant support. I love you all!
The brothers at Phi Sigma Gamma Fraternity of past and present, thanks for many
unforgettable memories. Finally, to my late grandfather, L.A. Waychoff, a man whose
presence is sadly missed. • • "This one was for you!!"
^^Cf^^ •
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William R. Swayser, Jr., D.O.
My Wife, Pam I love you always Meghar, Margie, & Pam The girls of my life! Jofin, Dave, and all Ruggers • Ttianks for tfie last four years
Lori M. Tierno, D.O
(y)(yu^ f^L.J^iuyu,c^^. 0.
A word of special thanks to my endeared ones for their love, prayers, and continous
support. You have always been there to encourage and nfiotivate me in my dreams and
have enabled those dreams to become reality. I couldn't have done it without you. I LOVE
YOU ALL!!!!
«
* A f,' I^Hf ' -.
Karen B. Tizer, D.O.
To My Parents and Sister,
Thanks for your love, support and encouragement through the years.
Thank you to My Grandparents,
Whose strength and guidance live on m memory.
And to My Friends,
Thanks for the great times.
1M
I [


Margot L. Waitz, D.O.
To my parents- I love you both.
Dad When I was a baby you pushed me along on the boardwalk to get me to sleep.
Twenty-six years later you walked around the neighborhood with me listening to me
as I came to deal with the sad side of clinical medicine. You've always been there -
Thank you.
Mom - What started as a dream has finally come true. You were always there to listen, to
love, to comfort. Without yon the dream could not have been realized. Thank you.
To my family and friends - thank you for being so supportive. I am blessed to be
surrounded by such loving and caring people.
Martin J. Wall, D.O.
Donald A. Walters, D.O.
I am thankful to God for all the many blessmgs I have received. Of which the most
important of these has been my family: Mom, Dad, Dean and Becky. With their never
ending love and support I have made my dreams a reality. Thank you!
4
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John R. Ward, D.O.
To my parents and family whom I love dearly, "I finally did something on time!"

Marie J. Warner, D.O.
oAM I . UyWeA/.'b.O.
If you have a goal in life
that takes a lot of energy
that incurs a great deal of interest
and that is a challenge to you,
you will always look forward
to waking up to see what the new day brings.
If you find a person in your life
that understands you completely
that shares your ideas
and that believes in everything you do,
you will always look forward to the night,
because you will never be lonely.
—Susan Polls Schutz
Mom and Dad: Thank you so much for all of your support over the Kevm: I'm glad that you understand and believe m me, and am
years. I hope that I have made you proud of this 'D.O.!' certamly lookmg forward to the days and nights ahead. What next, Mary Fran? Law school?
Jeffrey M. Warshauer, D.O.
Richard M. Watson, D.O.
Mom -
Only with your endless love, support and infinite generosity could I have succeeded.
Although I will never be able to entirely repay you I will always love you very much.
Thank you for everything.
Nancy -
Your comfort, love, and companionship were treasured more than you could ever
imagine. I will always love you with all my heart.
My Family and Friends -
Thank you for all your support and encouragement. I love all of you very much.
James T. Wertz, D.O.
This page is dedicated to ttiose wtio mean the most to me. . . . My Family, Friends, and
especially Carol, my best friend and my wife. While it is easy to be enthusiastic at the be-
ginning and to rejoice at the end, you were there in the middle, where I needed you most.
Kathy L. Wilkes, D.O.

Edward M. Woodle, D.O.
Over the last several years I have encountered many personal challenges. Reaching
this milestone in my life w/ould not have been possible without the support and
encouragement received from both family and friends. Therefore, I would like to
especially acknowledge my parents for their interest and participation throughout my
education. Hard work and determination are the essence of success, however, without
the supportive foundation supplied by family and many special friends, this goal is not
easily obtained.

Alice Zal, D.O.
At long last a young girl's dream becomes a reality ... to this end I would like to ttiank:
My Parents - for imbuing in me ttie fortitude to overcome obstacles and an inner
strength to reach for the stars.
My Brother for his friendship, confidence in me and encouragement to pursue a dream.
My Son - for his understanding and assistance as a surrogate OMT patient, for my
practical exams, while striving for his own goals in life.
My Daughter - for her unconditioned support and faith in "her best friend", while
becoming a mature independent professional herself.
My Friends and other Family Members - for adjustments to my demanding schedule.
But most of all a Special Thank You to My Husband • for his encouragement, emotional
support and his unremitting love, which keeps my life in Harmony ....
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In Loving Memory of Marianne 'Tlip" Filipczyk
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The Healer
A friend, a true healer-
You eased the passage
Into life for so many
And eased death for some too.
An exceptional physician you would have been,
Yet you left us all too soon.

Graduation
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THE DEAN'S AWARD
for contribution to student affairs
and to ttie general program of
PCOM:
James Mark Battin
Kris Matttiew Belland
THE CHRISTIAN R. AND MARY F. LINDBACK
FOUNDATION AWARD FOR DISTINGUISHED TEACHING:
Ttieodore P. Mauer, D.O.
Walter C. Prozialeck, Ph.D.
THE JOHN H. EIMERBRINK, D.O. MEMORIAL AWARD
for exceptional ability m osteopattiic philosophy and manipulative therapy:
William E. Admire (rot pictured)
Mark Bulgarelli
THE DEAN ARTHUR M. FLACK AND BELLE B. FLACK
MEMORIAL AWARD
for proficiency in Internal Medicine:
Elsira Marina Pina
Teresa Mane Smith Ball
THE WILLIAM F. DAIBER, D.O. MEMORIAL AWARD
for exceptional ability in Cardiology:
Robert Louis Stem
THE FREDERIC H. BARTH MEMORIAL AWARD
for excellence in bronchopulmonary and upper respiratory disease:
Desiree Lerro
THE KENNETH L. WHEELER, D.O. MEMORIAL AWARD
for high order of interest and achievement in didactic and clinical Radiology:
Frank R. Kohler
THE WILBUR P. LUTZ, D.O. MEMORIAL AWARD
for proficiency in physical diagnosis:
Michael Mark Reese (not pictured)
THE DR. THOMAS M. ROWLAND, JR.,
SCHOLAR-ATHLETE AWARD
William Ronald Swayser, Jr.
THE HAROLD C. WADDEL, D.O.
MEMORIAL AWARD
for exceptional competence in
obstetrics and gynecology:
Cathy Jo Etters Parsells
Bruce W. Peters (not pictured)
THE GALEN S. YOUNG, SR., D.O. AWARD
for exceptional interest and ability in surgery:
Kathleen Mary Neilon
THE H. WILLARD STERREH, D.O. AND H. WILLARD
STERRETT, JR., D.O. MEMORIAL AWARD
for proficiency in urology:
Christopher William Schmidt
THE JESSE M. YOUNG MEMORIAL AWARD
for exceptional service to the community or to the college:
Pascuala del Carmen Reyes
THE STUDENT COUNCIL MEMORIAL AWARD
in memory of those students who passed away before graduating as Osteopathic physicians
for highest didactic average:
Jeffrey Lynn Piccirillo
SIGMA ALPHA OMICRON
honorary society election based on high scholarship in didactic work:
Jeffrey Lynn Piccinllo
POMA AWARD
for outstanding student:
Stephen Mark Humbert
THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION AWARD
for high caliber of performance of professional duties in the hospital and outpatient services:
Mark A. Nartatez (not pictured)
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On behalf of the Class of '89 and especially th
I would like to take this opportunity to ask for you
V70uld like to take part in S ynapsis 89 and help us
memorable yearbook, please fill out the form below,
congratulatory message, business logo, or advertisem
Please enclose your printed or typed message, logo,
artwork, or advertisements as you would like them to
folio V7 ing form and return to : Synapsis 89
c/o Office of Colleg
e yearbook staff,
r help. If you
to produce a
Your name
,
ents are welcome,
photographs
,
appear with the
e Admissions- Student
Affairs
Philadelphia College of Osteopathic
Medicine
4150 City Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19
Please make your checks payable to Synapsis 89 and
sheet for any additional patrons that you may v/ish t
deadline for submission is May 1, 1989.
131-1696
add a separate
purchase. The
Any contributions that you can make will surely be appraciated
On behalf of the staff of Synapsis 89, thank you! With your help,
we will make this a yearbook to remember.
STlrs e r e 1
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Editor
mLooking for the Right Residency?
Come to the Osteopathic Source.
Osteopathic Medical Center of PhOadelphia has
residency programs in 15 specialties and sub-special-
ties. There's bound to be the right combination of
medical excellence and available opportunities to
permit the new physician to develop and strengthen
skills.
In addition, residents in PhOadelphia have at their
doorsteps an unequalled assortment of hospitals and
medical colleges from which to draw additional re-
sources. As a vital part of Philadelphia College of
Osteopathic Medicine, Osteopathic Hospital will deliver
excellence. If you're ready for the best, consider the
Osteopathic Source.
Osteopathic
ADA Approved Residency Programs:
•Anesthesiology •Emergency Medicine
•General Practice • Internal Mecicine
•Obstetrics/Gynecology • Ophthalmology
•Osteopathic Manipulative Medicine
•Otorhinolaryngology/Oro-Facial Plastic
Surgery •Pathology •Pediatrics •Radiology
•Surgery-General, Orthopedic, Proctologic,
or Urologic
Approved Fellowships:
•Cardiology •Gastroenterology
•Hematology •Medical Diseases of the Chest
For Information, write:
Daniel L. Wisely, D.O., Medical Director
Osteopathic Medical Center of Philadelphia
4150 City Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19131
MedicalCenter
ofPhiladelpNa
Congratulations Class
Of 1989
General Practice Dept
PCOM
rLove And Best Wishes
To
Dan And Diane
From
Mom And Dad
Terri And Jayne
Rebecca And Richard
And Mother
Congratulations
To The Class Ot 1989
From
The Members Of The Boards Of Trustees
And
Administration
Of
The Osteopathic Medical Center
Of Philadelphia
/
^.
Alumni Association
4150 City Avenue Philadelphia. Pennsylvania 19131
(215) 871-2144
Philadelphia College of
Osteopathic Medicine
DEAR DOCTORS:
ON BEHALF OF THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF OSTEOPATHIC
MEDICINE, CONGRATULATIONS ONE AND ALL!
WE WELCOME YOU AS ALUMNI WITH COMPLIMENTARY MEMBERSHIP FOR YOUR FIRST FULL
YEAR AS A D.O.
IF THERE IS EVER ANYTHING WE CAN DO FOR YOU, PLEASE CALL US.
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
LOUIS WM. MARTINI, D.O. '58
FREDERICK R. MELHORN, D.O. '56
RICHARD DARBY, D.O. '62
ALEXANDER E. RODI, D.O. '58
ROBERT S. MAURER, D.O. '62
GALEN S. YOUNG, SR
.
, D.O. '35
HALE T. PEFFALL, JR.
HARRISON F. ALDRICH, D.O
A. KENNETH CIONGOLI, D.O
JAMES E. OXLEY, D.O.
JOSEPH M. PELLETTIERE
JAMES P. TIERNEY, D.O
JOHN G. COSTING, D.O. '71
WILLIAM J. KING, D.O. '63
MICHAEL SUTULA, D.O. '59 I
FRANCIS J. CINELLI, D.O. '
ALFRED R. D'ANGELO, D.O. '
A. ARCHIE FEINSTEIN, D.O.
JOHN M. FERRETTI, D.O. '73
DIRECTORS
'61 (UNITY, ME)
'68 (BURLINGTON,
78 (GOSHEN, NY)
D.O. '48 (BROOKLYN,
'64 (MASPETH, NY)
VT'
ny:
WILLIAM R. HENWOOD, D
CAROL HENWOOD-DAHDAH,
C. GLEN KRAMER, D.O.
JOHN A. CIFALA, D.O.
RICHARD M. COUCH, D.O
VINCENT G. J. LOBO, D.O.
LOUIS F. AMALFITANO, D.O.
DAVID A. BITONTE, D.O. '8
HENRY J. COLEMAN, D.O.
PAT C. DITOMMASO, D.O.
MURRAY H. COHEN, D.O.
RICHARD S. KOCH, D.O.
JAMES H. BLACK, D.O.
(NORTH WILDWOOD,
(WOODBURY, NJ)
UNION, NJ)
58 (BANGOR, PA)
79 (RED LION, PA)
'42 (SPRINGFIELD.
ERIE, PA)
'76
pa:
pa:
DE'
SHARON, PA)
D.O. '83 (POTTSTOWN,
66 (QUAKERTOWN, PA)
45 (ARLINGTON, VA)
'54 (SEMINOLE, FL)
65 (HARRINGTO
'54 (DETROIT, MI)
(ALLIANCE, OH)
HIGHLAND PARK, MI
(BROOKFIELD, OH)
(PHOENIX, AZ)
(OLYMPIA, WA)
JAPAN)
72
58
62
PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT-ELECT
PAST PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT
SECRETARY
TREASURER
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT
NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT
NEW YORK DISTRICT
NEW YORK DISTRICT
NEW YORK DISTRICT
NEW JERSEY DISTRICT
NEW JERSEY DISTRICT
NEW JERSEY DISTRICT
PENNSYLVANIA DISTRICT
PENNSYLVANIA DISTRICT
PENNSYLVANIA DISTRICT
PENNSYLVANIA DISTRICT
PENNSYLVANIA DISTRICT
PENNSYLVANIA DISTRICT
PENNSYLVANIA DISTRICT
MIDDLE ATLANTIC & SOUTHERN
MIDDLE ATLANTIC & SOUTHERN
MIDDLE ATLANTIC & SOUTHERN
MIDDLE WEST DISTRICT
MIDDLE WEST DISTRICT
MIDDLE WEST DISTRICT
MIDDLE WEST DISTRICT
FAR WEST DISTRICT
FAR WEST DISTRICT
MILITARY DISTRICT
CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES
1
TO THE
CLASS OF 1989
FROM
THE DEPARTMENT OF EMERGENCY MEDICINE
ATTENDING PHYSICIANS>
John W. Becher, Jr. , D. 0. , FACOEP, Chairman
Steven J. Parrillo, D.O
.
, FACOEP
Eileen M. Singer, D.O.
Victor J. Scali , D.O.
Thomas J. Ziemba, D.O.
RESIDENT PHYSICIANS
Louise Caudul lo, D.O. John Massimilian, D 0.
Robert Dinwoodie, D.O. Douglas McGee, D.(3.
John Everett, D.O Joan Naidorf, D.O
Gregory Higbee, D 0. Stephen Pulley, D
Joseph Kuchinski
,
D.O. Theodore Spevack, D 0.
Rosa Marino, D.O. Fred Wenger, D.O.
James Massimilian D.O Nina Wolchasty, D
325
Well hrin M^
thcbcslin^m
30 Extemships
26 Internships
58 Residencies
If you are good, but want to be
better, we invite you to apply now
for an externship, internshiipor
residency position at Grandview
Hospital and Medical Center.
One of the nation's leading
Osteopathic institutions, Grandview
is an A.O.A. approved full-service
hospital with 396 beds and 35 bassi-
nettes. It features a new six-story ad-
dition. It is equipped with the latest
advances in medical technology.
And in addition to a full complement
of medical departments, it includes
an oncology unit and pulmonary,
urodynamics, vascular and sleep
disorders laboratories.
Grandview also operates subur-
ban Southview Hospital and Family
Health Center, an ultra-modern 56
bed facility offering inpatient and in-
tensive care along with comprehen-
sive outpatient services.
Located in Dayton, Ohio, an
area rich in educational, cultural
and recreational opportunities,
Grandview accepts students from
all osteopathic medical schools. It
is also a primary teaching hospital
for the Ohio University College of
Osteopathic Medicine. And a library
of 4, 386 texts, 4,153 volumes and
354 periodicals enhance a full
schedule of lectures, clinical con-
ferences and grand rounds.
Thirty externships are available
in cardiology, dermatology, emer-
gency medicine, family practice,
gastroenterology, general medicine,
general surgery, nephrology, neurol-
ogy, neurosurgery, nuclear medi-
cine, obstetrics and gynecology,
oncology, orthopedics, otorhino-
laryngology, pathology, psychiatric,
pulmonary medicine, proctology,
radiology, thoracic surgery, and
urologic surgery.
Twenty-six internships offer a
comfortable stipend and benefits
that include a monthly housing al-
lowance. Blue Cross/Blue Shield,
meals, uniforms and uniform
laundry.
Fifty-eight residencies can put
you into the specialty areas of anes-
thesiology, otorhmolaryngology and
oro-facial plastic surgery, emergency
medicine, family practice, general
surgery, internal medicine, neuro-
surgery, obstetrics/gynecology sur-
gery, ophthalmology, orthopedic
surgery, pathology, pediatrics, pul-
monary medicine, or radiology.
Be the best you can be with
complete, well-rounded training.
For further details and an application
form, write or call:
H. Lauren Vogel, D.O.
Vice President, Medical Education
Grandview Hospital and Medical Center
405 Grand Avenue, Dayton, Ohio 45405
(513) 226-3247
GRANDVIEW SOUTHVIEW
Hospital and Medical Center Hospital and Family Health Center
Osteopathic Institutions
We treat people, not just symptoms
IP) 1987 Grandview Hospital and Medical Center
THE
PHILADELPHIA
ORTHOPEDIC
GROUP
JOHN J. McPHILEMY JR., D.O.,
IRA C. SACHS, D.O.,
and MARK D. AVART, D.O.
are pleased to announce
the addition of
PHILIP 1 SPINUZZA, D.O.
to their practice in
SPORTS MEDICINE, FRACTURE,
SPINE & RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY
Dr. Spinuzza has just completed a one year fellowship program in spinal surgery.
Two Bala Plaza Parkview Medical Bldg. Bella Vista Medical Center
Suite lL-1 Suite B-1 826 Christian Street
Bala Cynwvd, Pa 19004 1331 E. Wyoming Avenue Philadelphia, PA 19147
(215) 667-7712 Philadelphia, PA 19124 (215) 923-3450
(215)537-9450
y
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OMCP
Clinical Associates
wishes the
Class of 1989
a very happy
and successful
future as
osteopatliic physicians.
Osteopathic
Bustleton Medical Center
would like to congratulate all the students
of the class of 1989
Especially the following students
who served on a rotation at
Bustleton Medical Center
9601 Bustleton Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19115
John A. Avallone
David W. Daley
Gary A. Erbstoesser
Carolyn G. Mamrol
John Mueller
Ronald G. Ryder
Vincent G. Sacco
Barbara J. Schoos
John V. Tumasy
Carl Kodrotf, D.O. PCOM '56
E. Norman Weiss, D.O. PCOM
Marie Limberakis, D.O. PCOM
V:
The Office of the Dean
and ^
The Offices of the Assistant Deans for
Basic Sciences and Educational Resources
Congratulate you upon your graduation from the Philadelptiia College of Osteopathic Medicine. This achievement has involved your v\(illingness to travel a long
and difficult road for the past four years. We are proud of your intelligence, your tenacity and above all your commitment to the Osteopathic profession.
You have entered a demanding professional community that will offer you great opportunities to contribute service, research and education. We are conhdent in
our hopes for your future-a future full of work and reward- and proud of the strength of character that you have demonstrated and will continue to demon-
strate.
Daniel L. Wisely
Acting Dean
Timothy Doris
Asst. to the Dean
Ruth D. Wian
Coordinator
Diane Collins
Executive Secretary
DeAnne Becker
Jr. Secretary
Robert G. Cuzzolino, Ed.D.
Asst Dean for Educational
Resources
Tage N. Kvist, Ph.D.
Asst. Dean for Basic
Sciences
Cheryl Guido
Secretary
Boe smiiH flssflcifliK, inc.
^JenetKti JfnMt f<<i nee'./ .
BOB SMITH
PRESIDENT
PO BOX 2080
1212 WYNWOOD AVE
CHERRY HILL, NJ. 08034
FREE ESTIMATES
24 HR SERVICE
NAS
SALES & SERVICE
(609) 428-6363
NtORTH AMERICAN SECURITY
THE ULTIMATE IN HOME & BUSINESS SECURITY
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE ON ALL MAKES & MODELS
115 WHITE BIRCH COURT
CHERRY HILL, N J 08003 JOEL HEIPP
Congratulations Dr. Desiree! We
Love You.
From
The Rest Of The Boys
Congratulations and Best Wishes to the Class of 1989 from the
Department of Osteopathic Principles and Practice/Osteopathic
Man pulative Medicine.
Alexander S. Nicholas, D.O,
David Heilig, D.O.
Katherine England, D.O.
Walter Ehrenfeuchter , D.O.
Mitchell Mednick, D.O.
Philip Bell, D.O.
Marvin Blumberg, D.O,
Anthony Leone, D.O.
Jerome Sulman, D.O.
Abraham Zellis, D.O.
RESIDENTS
David Reed Beatty, D.O.
Nicholas Diamond, D.O.
/
Best Wishes To The Class Of 1989
Department Of Otorhinolaryngology,
Bronchoesophagology
And Oro-Facial Plastic Surgery
Theodore P. Mauer D.O. Vytas S. Liunas D.O.
Professor And Chairman Paul Imber, D.O.
Ronald N. Reinhard D.O. Stephen Smith, DMD
Robert F. Giuliano D.O. Nancy Koshetar, DDS
Lynn F Sumerson D.O.
David Granoff D.O.
To Dr. Vincent G. Sacco
Congratulations Upon Your Achievement
Today Through Your Hard Work And Effort.
May Your Chosen Profession Be Fulfilled
With Success In The Future.
Love Always,
Mom And Dad
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Congratulations To
Conrad J. Sarwecki, Jr. And
The Class Of "89"
MOM, DAD
SaSAN KIM
AND FLOYD
Congratulations
And
Best Wishes To The Class Ot 1989
CONRAD T. FRAIDER, D.O.
STEVEN J. VALENTINO, D.O.
DR. HENRY A. B'ALONZO ASSOCIATES
HENRY A, D'ALONZO. D,0.
GENERAL. THORACIC, VASCULAR SURGERY
AND ENDOSCOPY
TWO BALA PLAZA
SUITE IL-1 709 RIOHTER'S MILL RD.
BALA CYNW^'D. PA 19004 NARBERTH. PA 19072
(215) CG8-13G7 (215) 667-9828
HPCOM 871-1000
^
God Grant You Many Years
Congratulations
Gregory Brusko, D.O.
Wife, Joann
Mom And Dad
Grandpop
Mike And Deb
Hillary
Mallory
Michael A
Andy And Pat
Andy C
Zach
Delaware Valley Medical Center
?00 0«lo«J V«lloy Ro«d
Lirghoffie. PA 19047
(215) 949-5000
SERVING LOWER BUCKS COUNTY, 30 MILES FROM PHILADELPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA
» Emergency Medicm* • OpFMhilmology
I General Praciico • Onhop^dic Suigi
• Gerwrai Surgery • InCernal Hed
Memberships:
I Amidcan Osteopath.c Ajsocntior
Ami.
,
can Oiltopath.c Hoip.iai Ai
» De'a-a-aVanayHosp.iai Council
y
Best Of Luck
To: Dr. Andrew Poulshock, D.O.
So You've Finally Attained Your Ambition Thank God, We're Thru With One Less Tuition
Our Family Is Just Beginning To Grow
Now That We Have A Second Generation "D.O."
Love You
MOM, DAD, MARC
AND SHERYL
Our Very Best Wishes To
The Class Of 1989
Or John Avallone
Dr Robert Debbs
Dr Vince Sacco
ROSE AND MILTON
POaLSHOCK
(PCOM '61')
^
Epitelous
A0SA2I 0EO
Congratulations To A
Special Person. Dr
Harold Brown
Fronn Your Proud Family
Who Know That Your
Lifetime Goals Have
Not Yet Been Reached •
But Are Only Now
Beginning
Love,
MOM AND DAD
SONYA, LOaiS, AND SETH
KAREN AND CAROLYN
Congratulations And
Best Wishes To The
Class Of '89
Especially Dr Kenneth F.
Shockley
From
DAD AND KATE
Congratulations
And Best Wishes To
Craig J. Ross
And
The Class Of 1989
With All Our Love
MOM AND DAD
DR. & MRS SIDNEY ROSS
337
Parl<^vicwHOSPITAL
^^cr'^Ut^vfu^Co^--
(609)387-8787 (609)387-8788
BERNARD E. BLANK, DO.
DONALD J. GOLDMAN, D.O.
ALBERT A. TALONE, DO.
CERTIFIED IN GENERAL PRACTICE
R.D # 1
GENERAL AND URGENT 91 1 SUNSET ROAD
MEDICAL CARE BURLINGTON TOWNSHIP, N.J. 08016
Osteopathic Medical Center
1 920 Parkwood Avenue • Toledo, Ohio 43624
(419) 242-8471
^
Congratulations!
Mary Jo Ann Golden
Our Cups
Overflowed,,,,
May The Holy Spirit
Always Guide You.
Love
Congratulations To
The Physicians Of
The Class Of '89
Special Success, Love
And Happiness To
Dr Susan Snyder
From
HER FAMILY
DAD, MOM
AND EDMUND
RICHARD K. SNYDER PCOM '56
AUDREY SNYDER
DOUG SNYDER
scon SNYDER
Hikers of: UNI PHY L . 1RIL1SA1E. MsCONTlN, S t N IC 7 . t BETAOlNt
and Cousin Jce
SALUTE the CLASS OF 1989
TRI COUNTY ORTHOPAEDIC PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION
KENNETH P. HEIST, D.O., F.A.C.O.S., F.A.O.A.O.
ROY L. GORIN, D.O.
JOHN K. MARIANI, D.O.
PRACTICE LIMITED TO ORTHOPAEDIC & TRAUMATIC SURGERY
1 A REGULUS DRIVE
TURNERSVILLE. NJ 08012
5897770
Students Becoming Doctors.
ApproviJ (or Inton and RcsiJt-m TraiiiitiK RoiJc-naip in:
Family Practice GcncTal Surgct>- OrthoptJic Surgcr,' Innm.J Nk-dic
o.
GxTUTiLinity General
CONGRATULATIONS
DEPARTMENT OF ANATOMY
Tage N. kvisl, Ph.D., Chairman
Patrick CoughUn, Ph.D.
Justice James, D.O.
Richard Kriebel, PhD
Robert J. Niewenhuis, Ph.D.
Richard A. Kotzold, Ph.D.
Michael F. Shank, D.O.
Mindy George-Veinslein, Ph.D.
David Cavanaugh
Cheryl Guido
Herbert WcMahon
ATHE OFFICE OF
ADMISSIONS AND
STUDENT
AFFAIRS
Extends Their
Best Wishes To The
Class Of 1989 For
All Of Your Future
Successes
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Best Wishes To
The Graduating Class
From
THE DEPARTMENT
OF RADIOLOGICAL
SCIENCES
Robert L. Meals, D.O.
Faocr
Professional And Chairman
Dept Of Radiological
Sciences
Congratulations
Best Wishes
To
Scott Eisenberg, D.O.
From The Heart.
TED, JOYCE, BEN,
AND SAMANTHA
Donna Leonardo y
\J^J^ Medical Education
*>^jfy>\ At Its Finest
Brentwood Hospital Is committed tc
providing ttiose wtio wlsti to advance Itieli
career In osteopattilc medicine witti th€
\
Congratulations
most compretienslve set ol leatnlnc
experiences possible
Working side by side wltti quallllec
and ptiyslclons-resldents. Interns and students
art
exposed to todoy's most Innovative surgica
and medical procedures and benefit Irorr
A Lifetime of Success state-ol-the-art
equipment and facilities
Brentwood Hospital Is a full service, acutf
care tiospltal ottering residency training
programs In Anesttieslology, Emergency
(viedlclne, General/Family Practice
General Surgery, Internal tv1edlcln«
Love, and Orttiopedic Surgery
Your Proud Parents li
411C
Clev
(216
re intormatlon, please call or write.
ctor, Medical Education
twood Hospital
Warrensvllle Center Road
eland, Ohio 44122
283-3448
Congratulations To:
Congratulations To
Dr Francine Arlene Cirelly Robert Arthur Garvin, DO
Class Of '89
With Much Love And Pride
We Are Very Proud Of
You. MOM AND DAD
Love,
LISA AND LORI
MOM DAD 'IM, LYNN, AND MORGAN
AND FAMILY ^^ANDMOM AND GRANDPOP
PCOM DONALD H. THOME
DEPARTMENT OF
BIOCHEMISTRY Best Wishes '89
DAVID /y/Vz) MlCH^lF-
Congratulations To
Christine Blobe, D.O.
And Tfie Class Of 1989!
DIETER AND ROSALIE BLOBE
We're Proud Of
Peter Brian Wagner, D.O.
He Earned It!
DR AND MRS EARLE NOBLE WAGNER DO
Congratulations To
Tfie Class Of '89
Sincerely
DR AND MRS R.T. ADKINS
DR. MICHAEL D:[F_.TZ
CQNGF'ATULAT IONS ' You hcf,ve achieved
your dr"eani. How proud we are of you.
May ttie love and C(3(tipas5;i on you have
always shown to others continue to be
ycDur" quide.
Mom, Dad, ?< Br en da
Congratulations
Dr. Peter Hannon
Love,
GENIE AND MICHAEL •
MOM AND DAD
Congratulations Mike!
Best Of Luck Always!
Love,
MOM, DAD, AND THE
REST OF THE
CHEERING SECTION
Congratulations
Robert A. DiGregorio, DO.
Love.
DAD, MOM, JOAN, CARLA,
LOU, ALBERT, ANDREA,
EILEEN, TOM, DANIELLE
Quality
Care
Close To
Home
When you think ol a community hospital, you
think ol a place where you gel quality medeal
Congratulations To
Dr David Garry
Love
MOM AND DAD
Riverside Hospital has appioached healthcare
this way lor over 33 years.
Riverside Hospital otters the community o(
northern New Castle County many things, txjt
the care you receive front the people at
Riverside makes you feel better. And isnl that
wtm a hospital is supposed to do?
ft
Riverside Hospital
Quality Care Close To Home
TOO Lu Botieva/d. >sl oft MJker Road r Wiimmgtvi.
JcamUta bf Ifm AOX
Health, Happiness And
Success To Class Of '89
DR AND MRS DOMENIC A. DEBIAS
Congratulations To The
Members Of The Class
Of 1989
WILLIAM J. MEIS, D.O.
Vascular And
General Surgery
Congratulations To:
Dr. Mark Monaco
Donna R. Moyer D.O.
Congratulations And Best Wishes
Love,
AUNT JOAN AND UNCLE GAIL
MOM AND DAD
To Anthony And Graduates Of
1989
May Your Future Hold Success
Happiness And Good Health!
Love,
MOM, DAD, GUARRACINO AND
MASTRACCHIO FAMILY
1
Congratulations!!
We Love You
Dr Beth
And
Dr Jeff
From
THE BOLLINGERS AND THE NOLDS
To Our Son
Dr. David Michael Fellin
God Bless You, We
Are Very Proud
DAD, MOM, STEVEN,
AND MARIA
Congratulations!
Dr. David Fellin
Much Love,
UNCLE TONY, GODMOTHER,
MARC AND KIMBERLY
In Fond Memory 01
Guerino F. Carnivale
A Loving Father And Husband Who
Died Too Young. He Would Have
Been Proud!
WALLY, MARIE, AND THE BOYS
CAROLYN AND CHRISTINE
Congratulations To
Dr Desiree Lerro
Pasquale J. Talarico
ATTORNEY AT LAW
502 HADDONFIELD-BERLIN RD.
VOORHEES, N. J. 08043
(609) 429-8808
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